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FADE IN:

EXT. I-10 FREEWAY - NIGHT

El Paso glistens in a sea of sparkling orange lights.

The freeway lights trace the highway, illuminating it like
an airport runway.

An ambulance speeds along the freeway, weaving through the
sporadic cluster of cars that present themselves at such a
late hour.  For the most part, the freeway is rather clear.  

The red and blue of the ambulance's flashing lights bleed
into the orange of the highway lights.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - NIGHT

BURSTING through the Emergency Room doors, ADRIAN LOWELL,
lays unconscious on a hospital bed.  An oxygen mask adorns
his blood-stained face.  DR. CAREY, 33, as well as various
technicians and nurses surround Adrian as they sprint steadily
to an operating room.

DR. CAREY
(re: paramedic)

How much blood has he lost?

PARAMEDIC
Judging by the sheets, the wounds on
the arms, and the girl, approximately
60 percent.  He was already
unconscious when we arrived.  Those
gashes are deep, and we were only
able to slow the bleeding, vice
stopping it altogether.  Blood type
is O-negative.

DR. CAREY
Right then.  Nurse, head down to the
bank, we're going to need at least
seven units to start. 

The nurse speeds off.

Running at the foot of the bed are GILLIAN LOWELL, 24, and
ALEX LOWELL, 26, Adrian's brother and his wife.  Gillian's
clothes are soaked with blood, as are her hands, and various
splotches along her face and neck.

Once they reach the corridor, various NURSES stop Gillian
and Alex short of following. 

NURSE #1
I'm sorry, but we'll have to ask
that you wait in the lounge.
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Gillian, distraught, takes Alex's arm and nods her head. 
They reluctantly turn to follow the two nurses. 

NURSE #1
The front desk will have some papers
for you to fill out.  

(concerned)
Is there anything I can get you? 

Alex turns to the nurses, while caressing Gillian's arm.

ALEX
No, thank you.

Alex escorts Gillian to the closest chair to the front desk. 
She drops herself into the seat.  Her face is blank and
beaten.

ALEX
(holding her hand)

I'm going to go get the paperwork,
will you be alright?

GILLIAN
(cold)

I'll be fine.

Letting go, Alex walks to the front desk.  Gillian's tear-
brimmed gaze stays affixed on the waxed floors. 

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL, OPERATING ROOM - NIGHT

From overhead, doctors and nurses work on Adrian's wounds. 
Both arms are exposed to reveal deep gashes, running
vertically along his inner forearms.  The sounds of the busy
room are MUTED.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
It's funny how you see them all the
time, garden gnomes.  You roll your
eyes, or just make fun of the person
who owns them.

Getting closer to Adrian's face, the look of relief can almost
been seen, despite the breath saving tubes that protrude
from his mouth.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

In his bathroom, Adrian splashes cold water onto his face. 
He looks into the mirror while he wipes the dripping liquid
from his face.  Through desperation, he punches the mirror
with his right hand, shattering it.

He walks out of the bedroom and heads to his dresser, holding
his injured hand.
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ADRIAN (V.O.)
Ever since my father died though,
I've always seen my family like they
were a bunch of stupid hollow lumps
of ceramic and paint.

FLASHBACK - DEATH OF JOHN LOWELL, 12 YEARS AGO

JOHN LOWELL yells at his sons in the room waving a small red
box of Marlboro cigarettes.

JOHN (not heard)
This is what Alex's teacher called
me about today.  Step up here Alex!

Alex steps forward as John slaps him across the face.  The
force throws him into Aaron as the two tumble against the
wall.  Alex gets up and runs out of the room.  John runs
after him.

BACK TO SCENE 

After ruffling through the top drawer, Adrian pulls out his
Gerber tool.  He takes the multifaceted instrument out of
the case and extends the grips to pull out the knife tool.

He closely examines the tool's sharpness by lightly scraping
his middle finger down the length of the blade.

FLASHBACK - DEATH OF JOHN LOWELL, 12 YEARS AGO

John catches up to Alex, grabs him and pins him down at the
top of the staircase.  He repeatedly slaps and pounds into
Alex.

Adrian screams at his father.

YOUNG ADRIAN (not heard)
NO!  Get off of him!

Adrian charges forward and slams into his father to get him
off Alex.  Unintentionally, John missteps over Alex's legs
and falls backwards, tumbling down the stairs before coming
to a complete lifeless stop at the foot of the steps.

The three brothers horrifyingly look down at their unconscious
father.  The world is frozen.  Alex is the only person to
move.  Once he gets up, he looks down the stairwell, where
he too is turned to stone.

BACK TO SCENE 

Walking to the bed, Adrian sits and looks around his room,
mentally saying goodbye.  Though the water he splashed on
his face has dried, he is still soaked with sweat as it drips
down his grim forehead.
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ADRIAN (V.O.)
When John Lowell died, my family
became a collection of assholes
scattered on the lawn.  Smiling to
people who comforted us, but lying
to ourselves.

He takes the Gerber and winces in pain as he scrapes it along
his left arm.  Though it's not seen, his act is revealed as
he wipes his nose with his Gerber-wielding hand, exposing
the blood-stained blade.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
For the few years we shared one roof,
we were four people living four
seperate lives.  After my brothers
left, it was just me and my mother,
and occasionally, my best friend
Gillian, who ended up marrying one
of my brothers.

Adrian repeats the same motion with his right arm, this time
groaning from the pain he's inflicted upon himself.  Breathing
hard, he crouches over.

Adrian forcibly throws the tool across the room into the
bathroom.  He gets under the black covers, and stares up at
the ceiling.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
Gillian was a sister to me more than
my brothers were my brothers.  No
one will understand what I'm trying
to do.  No one, except her...

EXT./INT. ADRIAN'S CAR - I-10 FREEWAY - DAY

An '04 Mustang coasts along the clear desert road.

Adrian is singing along to a song on the radio.  Bored with
it, he picks up his Mp3 player to change it.  The back seat
of his car contains luggage, a sea bag, and various odds and
ends.

His phone RINGS.  He picks it up and smiles when he reads
the name on the caller ID.  He turns down the stereo's volume.

ADRIAN
Hey you. 

GILLIAN (V.O.)
Why aren't you home yet?

ADRIAN
I got held up in Pecos.  How are
you?

INTERCUT TELEPHONE CONVERSATION - ADRIAN AND GILLIAN
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Gillian sits on her bed.  Her daughter KATLYN, 8, is doodling
in a coloring book at the center of the bed.

GILLIAN
All is well.  Katy-monster is right
behind me.

ADRIAN
Aw.  Tell her I said hello.

GILLIAN
Honey, Adrian says hello.

Katlyn moves to the phone and yells into the receiver over
Gillian's shoulder.

KATLYN
Hi Adrian!

Gillian smiles and rubs her daughter's head.

GILLIAN
(nonchalantly)

Alex is fine too.

Adrian rolls his eyes.

ADRIAN
I can't wait to get off the road.  I
forgot how far it was.

GILLIAN
How was the semester?

ADRIAN
Busy.  ROTC leaves very little time
for a life.

GILLIAN
I still can't believe you enrolled
in that program.

Adrian drops his head with a half bemused smirk.

GILLIAN
You and the military...that's pretty
toxic. 

ADRIAN
It's over now, I guess.

GILLIAN
Well, give me a call when you get
settled in, and we'll do something.

ADRIAN
Of course.  I'll talk to you soon.
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Adrian ends the call and tosses the phone onto the passenger
seat.  He tightly grips the steering wheel as he momentarily
succumbs to the realization of coming home.  Deep breath.

ALEX (O.S.)
Gillian? 

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Gillian snaps out of a stoic trance.  She looks up at her
husband.

ALEX
Aaron's here, and the doctor's just
come out.

AARON LOWELL, 28, despondently approaches the two.  His
clothes are disheveled as stress and fear run rapid in the
emotional crinkles of his expression.

AARON
(to Gillian)

What's happened?  Have you heard
anything. 

GILLIAN
(re: approaching doctor)

We're about to.

Dr. Carey slowly approaches the group with clipboard in hand. 
His face is not reassuring.

DR. CAREY
(dark, soft)

Folks.  I'm Dr. Carey.  
(recognizes Alex)

We seem to be seeing a lot of each
other.

ALEX
Not something to be excited about, I
suppose.  What's happened? 

Alex wraps his arm around Gillian.  All remain coldly
attentive to the young doctor as he speaks.

DR. CAREY
Unfortunately we weren't able to
save Adrian.  I'm going to concur
with the on-scene technician and
conclude that with the severe blood
loss and his previous health
conditions, we just couldn't help
him in time.  If we were able to
treat him sooner, our efforts would
have been more successful.
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Gillian's reaction is slow but progressive.  Her face contorts
into an overwhelming sob as she hides in Alex's chest and
nearly falls to the ground.

As Alex firmly holds Gillian, he looks at Aaron who
frustratingly puts his hands to his drooped head and steps
away from the group.

ALEX
Thank you, doctor.  So what happens
next?

DR. CAREY
We'll keep him in the room for the
moment to clean things up.  And then
we'll transfer the body to the morgue
on the lower level.  There will be
some paperwork and arrangements that
will need to be made.

A nurse signals from the front desk.

NURSE #3
Dr. Carey, you're needed in O.R. 9.

DR. CAREY
(nods)

If there's anything else you need,
the nurse at the front desk has my
pager number.  I'm very sorry for
your loss.

Alex nods at the typical doctorly closing line.  Before the
doctor can fully turn away, Gillian snaps out of it.

GILLIAN
No, wait!

She stands upright, determined. 

GILLIAN
(wiping her face)

I want to see him.  Can I see him
before he's moved?

(fist clenched)
Please? 

DR. CAREY
(hesitant)

Sure.

DR. CAREY
(points to the corridor)

Through there, room 7. May I advise
you miss not to go in alone.

ALEX
I'll go with her.
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DR. CAREY
Right then.  Excuse me.

Alex turns to Aaron and nods that he's going with Gillian
into the room.  Aaron promptly steps forward.

AARON
I'll come with you.

The three progress to the doors, side by side.  Aaron moves
in front to open the door for Gillian and Alex.  The
acceleration in the world surrounds their slow uneasy steps.

IN THE EMERGENCY OPERATING ROOM

A single white sheet riddled with blood stains above the arm
areas coats Adrian's body.  A NURSE remains in the room
cleaning, and putting away the various tools and medical
waste.  She turns to the three as they slowly approach the
body.

NURSE #4
I'll give you a moment alone.

Gillian walks up to the table.  She lifts the sheet, but
only to reveal his face and his injured right hand, grabbing
it.  Tears still stream from her face.  Alex and Aaron walk
up beside her.

GILLIAN
Where's Katlyn?

AARON
At home, asleep with Julian.

Gillian doesn't respond.  She's entranced with Adrian's facial
features, rubbing her bloodied hand along his forehead.  

ALEX
I wish I fucking knew why he did
this.

Aaron turns his head to answer him, but stops for a second
to reaffirm what he's about to say. 

AARON
When I wrote that script about the
suicidal broker...

Aaron wipes the few tears that escape from his already red
and watery eyes. 

AARON
...I went through a few journals
from people who killed themselves. 
I found that chaos was a common
factor.  But the final straw will
never be known.
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GILLIAN
Why's that?

AARON
Because they're dead.  While some of
them left notes, they were a farce. 
Left to calm those they left behind,
but not a true reflection of what
was going on in their mind. 

Gillian twitches as Aaron utters the word "mind," throwing
him an obscure side-glance.  She knows something, but remains
painstakingly silent.  Her gaze returns to Adrian.

ALEX
Whatever it was, I hope he's found
some resolve.

Gillian lets go of Adrian's hand.  She moves closer to his
head, leans forward, and softly kisses his forehead.  She
replaces the white sheet to its original position.

She returns to Alex's side and leans her head on his shoulder. 
Aaron joins them on the other side of Gillian, putting her
in the center.  After a moment... 

GILLIAN
Who's going to tell your mother?

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - DAY

A soapy plate is being rinsed under a running faucet in the
kitchen.  The hands rinsing it belong to LUPÉ, 55, the
housekeeper of the Lowell house.

Lupé has busied herself with the multi-tasking efforts of
preparing dinner, and keeping everything clean and neat. 
While wiping things down, she periodically looks over at the
items cooking on the stove.  Her pleasant HUMS carry over
the boiling and bubbling of the pots.

MARIA LOWELL, 50, slowly enters.  She walks over to the stove,
inhaling the aroma that steams from the pots.

MARIA
Pasolé?

LUPÉ
Si, Maria.  Adrian had a few requests
for his first meal on break.

Maria grabs a spoon and stirs the pot before taking a
cautionary taste.

MARIA
It's very good, Lupé.
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LUPÉ
Thank you.  You know it's his
favorite.

Lupé grabs a cleaner from under the sink.  After grabbing
some paper towels from the counter, she begins to spray and
wipe the counters. 

LUPÉ
Oi, it will be so good to have a
lively soul in this house.  Hopefully
it will bring your spirits up.

Maria walks over to the sink and stares out the window just
above it.  She drifts away, affixed on the green yard with
doll-like porcelain eyes.  

MARIA
(soft)

I'm sure you're right, Lupé.

LUPÉ
Of course I am.  Children were meant
to bring parents a sense of peace
and happiness.

(ponders statement)
Well!  For those with good kids,
anyway.

Maria smiles stoically at Lupé.  She grabs a glass from the
dish rack and fills it from the tap.  She takes a sip and
turns to Lupé.  Lupé lights up with an idea.

LUPÉ
Maria, he'll be home soon.  Would
you like me to set the table and get
things ready in the dining room?

Maria takes another sip of water, and softly smiles.

MARIA
Oh, no, I'll do that.

Maria places the glass in the sink. 

MARIA
I think I'll set the good China. 
It's so rare those dishes make an
appearance at the table.

LUPÉ
(impressed)

I think that's a lovely idea.

Maria walks into the dining room a bit lighter on her feet.
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INT. LOWELL HOUSE - LATER

Lupé opens the front door in the foyer as Maria stands behind
her.  Adrian stands outside with a few bags in hand and on
his shoulders.  He calmly smiles.

LUPÉ
Aye, mijito!  Ven paca!

Adrian walks in.  And drops a few of the bags.

ADRIAN
Hi Lupé.

The two warmly embrace.  Lupé pulls away to get a good look
at Adrian, giving him a thorough inspection.

LUPÉ
Dios, mio!  What are you doing at
that school of yours that you
obviously don't find the time to
eat!

ADRIAN
Oh, well, you know.  Slave drivers,
those ROTC drill instructors. 

Adrian turns to his mother.  Maria smiles as she hugs him.

MARIA
How was the drive?

ADRIAN
(rolls eyes)

Long.  You know...Texas.

MARIA
Of course.  Well, I hope you're
hungry.  

(rubbing Alex's head)
Lupé cooked up her usual welcome
home feast.  You can tell us about
school.

Adrian picks up his bags as Maria makes her way to the dining
room.

MARIA
I'm going to go finish setting up
the table.  I spent a little time
polishing the silver.

Adrian turns to Lupé, who peers out the foyer window.

ADRIAN
Silver?
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LUPÉ
She just thought she'd use the good
dishes tonight.  I told her it was a
good idea.  They're just collecting
dust with the rest of this house's
good energy. 

Adrian crinkles his forehead failing to fully roll his eyes
as he struggles with his green seabag.

ADRIAN
I suppose.

Lupé picks up a smaller, though slightly heavy bag to assist
Adrian.

ADRIAN
Aw, Lupé, don't do that.

LUPÉ
Aye, mijo, esta nada.  You should
see the stuff that good for nothing
husband makes me carry.

ADRIAN
But isn't he crippled and walking
with a cane?

LUPÉ
(annoyed)

That's no excuse.

Adrian laughs as the two walk up to the second floor.  Upon
reaching the top of the stairs, Adrian turns to momentarily
reflect upon their significance.  

IN ADRIAN'S BEDROOM

Lupé puts her carried item on the bed, while Alex drops
everything on the floor, catching his breath.

LUPÉ
(chuckling)

Tonto, you always think the more you
carry, the less trips you have to
make.

ADRIAN
(against the door)

I can't help it. 

LUPÉ
Well, I'll let you get settled here. 
Dinner's ready, so we'll eat whenever
you are.

ADRIAN
Ok. I'll be down in a few minutes.
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Lupé walks to Adrian near the door.  His glossy smile suggests
he's hiding something as he purposefully tries to make eye
contact with Lupé while tightly grabbing the door knob.

LUPÉ
Ok then.

(hugging him)
It's good to have you home.

Lupé stops and curiously whiffs the air near Adrian's mouth.

LUPÉ
Is that coffee on your breath? 

ADRIAN
Thanks, Lupé.

Adrian quickly, but gently shoves Lupé out of his room,
shutting the door behind her.  His already stoic demeanor
falls into a wave of dizziness that leaves him clinging to
the doorknob and leaning head forward into the door.

Adrian rushes into his bathroom and desperately plops down
on the toilet, putting his head in his hands.  His breathing
is forced and slow.

Lifting his head up, he closes his eyes momentarily to try
and steady his vision.  He unexpectedly gags, prompting him
to quickly turn around and lift the toilet seat to vomit.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - EARLY MORNING

The world is slow as Alex, Gillian, and Aaron walk down the
passageway on the third floor recovery wing at the hospital. 
Vacant expressions plaster each of their faces as they reach
their destination.  

The sign on the door says: "Rm. 308," while "Lowell, Maria"
is written underneath in black grease pencil.  Alex opens
the door allowing the others to enter the room first.

Maria lay awake with a bandage wrapped around her head and
an IV attached to her right arm.  She stares peacefully at
the sunrise sky outside the window.

As the family surrounds her with somber looks on their faces,
her expression drops when she notices the blood on Gillian's
clothes.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - NIGHT

Maria's middle finger traces around her half-full glass of
Piñot Noir.  Her eyes brim, while she forces back tears. 
Her face is slightly contorted as she is fighting a losing
battle with suppressing her emotion.

Lupé's clasped hands cover her mouth as she, too, is
struggling with suppressing her tears.
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Adrian sits back in his chair and drops his head.  Everyone's
food is untouched.

Adrian has dropped a bomb at the dinner table as the resulting
air is silently charged.  He remains the only one NOT on the
verge of an emotional breakdown, stirring his pasolé but not
taking a bite.

The sound of Maria SCOOTING back her chair explosively breaks
the long silence.

MARIA
I need more wine.

ADRIAN
(softly)

You're still half-full.

MARIA
Half-full, half-empty.  I'll just
drink it.  Alcoholics are known for
their realism.  It's why they drink.

Maria swiftly downs the rest of her wine, raises the glass,
and pursely smiles.

MARIA
I need more wine.

Maria quickly stands up and scurries off to the kitchen as
though her life depended on it.

Lupé finally moves by picking up the napkin from her lap to
wipe the few tears that manage to escape from her eyes.

Alex looks around the room searching for elusive words of
comfort.  He picks up a spoon and samples the pasolé from
the bowl in front of him.

ADRIAN
It's good.  Always is.

Lupé looks at him barely able to contain herself.

LUPÉ
(almost inaudible)

I thought you'd like it.

Just before Lupé completely breaks down, a loud THUD and
CRASH of breaking glass is heard from the kitchen.

ADRIAN
Mom, are you okay in there?

With no answer, he quickly gets up and rushes into the
kitchen.
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Adrian looks around.  He spots a puddle of deep red wine
oozing from the stove behind the counter.  

Slowly walking around the counter, he finds Maria leaned up
against the stove, unconscious amidst the broken wine glass
and wine bottle.

Adrian reacts immediately, running to her, Lupé remains off
to the side.

ADRIAN
MOM!

LUPÉ
Dios, mio. 

Adrian cautiously drags Maria away from the shards of glass
and spilled wine, laying her flat on her back.  He notices
blood seeping out from the back of her head, as he turns it
to apply pressure with his hand.

LUPÉ
What happened?  Will she be okay?

ADRIAN
I don't know.  Call 911!

Lupé reaches for the phone, standing on its charger near the
kitchen door.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - NIGHT

In the emergency waiting room, Adrian and Lupé anxiously
wait for the doctor to come out.  Both are vacant.

DR. AGUILERA walks into the lounge from the corridor, rifling
through the papers on his clipboard.

DR. AGUILERA
LOWELL?

Adrian and Lupé rocket out of their seats.

ADRIAN
Yes, that's us.

DR. AGUILERA
You are the son of Mrs. Lowell?

ADRIAN
Yes.

DR. AGUILERA
Ok.  Right now you're mother's being
moved to the ICU.  She suffered some
blood clotting in her brain as a
result of the injury she sustained.  

(MORE)
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DR. AGUILERA (CONT'D)
We've managed to relieve it so she
is stable, but remains in critical
condition.  Now I have to ask, what
were her symptoms prior to her fall?

Adrian is blank.  His vision is slightly blurred as he spaces
out what the doctor has asked.  Just as fast as the spell
overcomes him, it is gone.

ADRIAN
She was fine.  She had received some
bad news beforehand and excused
herself from the dinner table.  She
was in the kitchen a few moments
before we heard her fall.

DR. AGUILERA
Ok.  She'll be here a few days. 
We'll move her into recovery only
when we're positive she's getting
better.  Once she regains
consciousness, and we're able to
further run some tests, we'll give
you call.  For now, I recommend you
get home and rest.  You yourself
look a bit stretched.

Lupé grabs Adrian's arm as she wipes tears from her face.

ADRIAN
Thank you doctor.

DR. AGUILERA
(looking up)

Excuse me.

Adrian moves slightly out of the way while Dr. Aguilera speeds
past him to tend to a patient just entering the ER on a
stretcher.

EXT. REESE HOFFMAN'S HOUSE - EVENING

Adrian sits in his car, with the window down.  He is sweaty,
and breathing hard.  He stares at a house in the sunsetting
atmosphere that sits directly to the left from where he is
parked.  The porch light turns on, softly back-lighting the
handfuls of decorative garden gnomes.

Adrian drops his head.  Trying remain balanced, he closes
his eyes and whispers to himself...

ADRIAN
Fucking garden gnomes.

Adrian bitterly looks over at the flowers that lay scattered
on the passenger side of his car.
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Resolved, he opens the car door and steps out.  He slowly
makes his way across the street and up the walkway, throwing
looks of disgust to the garden gnomes as he passes by.

He walks up the porch and looks in the curtained window just
to the left of the door.  After failing to find a doorbell,
Adrian knocks on the door with heated conviction.  The door
begins to open...

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - MORNING

A teapot erupts with a WHISTLE and a geyser of steam.  Lupé
grabs the pot, turns off the burner, and heads to the counter
where two cups with teabags await.

Adrian sits on a stool in front of the counter.  He
exhaustingly rests half asleep on one arm, lightly moaning.

LUPÉ
Here, this should help.

Lupé offers a steaming cup.  She goes to the counter to grab
two spoons to mix them.  Adrian grabs the cup, hovers his
face over the steam and inhales.

ADRIAN
I'm so fuckin' tired.  Lupé, how is
it that you're so lively this morning.

LUPÉ
Between my husband and you and your
brothers, you get get used to it.

After steeping his tea, Adrian places his used bag on a napkin
and throws it in the trash can under the sink.  He takes his
cup and walks to the dining table, grabbing the cordless
phone off the wall before leaving.  Lupé follows suit.

Adrian sits at the head of the table.  Lupé seats herself
next to Adrian, who stares off into the living room.

ADRIAN
Lupé?

LUPÉ
Qué paso?

ADRIAN
Has mom been, well?

Adrian's focus moves to the table.  His fingers trace the
contours of the table pattern, cup, and phone as Lupé speaks.

LUPÉ
Well, no, to tell you the truth. 
She hasn't been for a very long time. 
I don't think she ever really got
over the death of your father.
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ADRIAN
(twitchy)

She doesn't blame me for that, does
she?

LUPÉ
Of course not.  The way she mopes
around this house, you'd think she
blamed herself.

ADRIAN
Why do you suppose that is?

LUPÉ
I can only guess.  But I think she
and your father had a fight before
he died, in some way, she thinks
that is what led to his death.

ADRIAN
She hasn't talked to you about it?

LUPÉ
No.  She hasn't talked to anyone
much.  She just works, and comes
home and does little things around
the house.  I purposely leave things
for her to do.

Adrian sits back in his chair and sighs.  He shakes his head
searching for answers that refuse to appear.

ADRIAN
I should call the others and tell
them what's up.

ADRIAN
Probably might even suggest they
come over for a few days.

(rolls eyes)
I really don't want to.  But I did
promise Gillian I'd call her when I
got settled in.

Lupé's hands lay clasped around her warm cup.  She warmly
nods her head as she takes another sip.

LUPÉ
I think it's about time you boys
came together.  There's so much
turmoil in this house that hasn't
been buried.  Pain that has yet to
heal.

ADRIAN
Perhaps.  But that doesn't mean I
want to take care of that now.  

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (CONT'D)
I was hoping to not have to deal
with any of those things before I...

Fading off, Adrian rubs his forehead to ease the pangs of a
sudden sharp headache.  Lupé takes notice.

LUPÉ
Are you, okay?

Adrian shakes off whatever overcame him, and eagerly grabs
the phone at the center of the table.

ADRIAN
I should start calling these fools.

Lupé gets up and pushes in her chair.

LUPÉ
Okay.  Just remember they're your
brothers.

ADRIAN
Yeah, I know.

Lupé stands over Adrian and lovingly caresses the side of
his face as hers gets softer and sadder.  

LUPÉ
What are you going to tell them
about...

ADRIAN
(cutting in)

Nothing.  If I don't have to say
anything, I won't.

LUPÉ
That's your decision, but I think
it's best you say something.  They
are your only family and have a right
to know.

ADRIAN
(bitterly resolved)

I told mom, and she ended up in the
hospital.  I'm not saying anything. 
You too.  Don't say a word.

Lupé slowly walks to the kitchen, grabbing her cup off the
table. 

LUPÉ
Call me Elisabeth Burrows.

Adrian snorts as he turns around in his chair to face Lupé
as she walks into the kitchen. 
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ADRIAN
Ha!  Lupé, was that a joke?

LUPÉ
I can make them from time to time. 
I'm going to make some more tea, are
you okay with that cup, or tú quieres
mas?

ADRIAN
No thanks, I'm still half full. 

Adrian smirks as he realizes what he's said, looking at his
cup.  He takes a sip and gently places the cup down.  He
picks up the phone and begins to dial.

INT. AARON'S L.A. APARTMENT - MORNING

A cell phone RINGS on the nightstand next to Aaron's bed. 
Aaron pops his head out of the bathroom, desperately trying
to assemble a tie around his neck.

AARON
Babe, will you get that?

Julian walks into the bedroom in his pajamas holding a fresh
cup of coffee.  He sits on the edge of the bed, grabs the
phone from the nightstand, and answers it.

JULIAN
(yawns)

Hello?

STAN (V.O.)
Hi, it's Stan.  I need to talk to
Aaron.

JULIAN
Oh, hi Stan.  Just a sec, he's getting
ready in the bathroom.

(to Aaron)
Aaron, it's your agent.  Sounds
important.

(in the phone)
Just a minute, Stan.

Aaron rushes out of the bathroom, nearly complete in assembly. 
He grabs the phone from Julian who sips his coffee and sits
to watch his boyfriend in action.

AARON
Thanks, Jules.

(into the phone)
What's up Stan?
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STAN (V.O.)
Aaron, you need to be on your way,
like fifteen minutes ago.  I don't
want them to get here before you do.

AARON
(putting on shoes)

I know, I know.  I got a little
waylaid this morning.

Aaron looks humorously at Julian, who in turn coyly sips his
coffee and innocently averts his eyes.

STAN (V.O.)
Get a move on!  You can't be late
for this meeting.

AARON
I'm in route.  Did you get any hints
that they might have liked the script? 

STAN (V.O.)
Of course not, but we'll see.

AARON
Ok, I'm off.  See you soon.

Aaron hangs up the phone and grabs his laptop and places it
inside his messenger bag.

AARON
Ok, I'll see you when I get home.

JULIAN
Good luck with the meeting.

Aaron rushes up to give Julian a kiss and heads out the door. 
Julian gets up and walks to the desk.  He rolls his eyes and
smirks as he picks up a script and holds it out.

A few seconds later, Aaron predictably rushes back into the
room and grabs the script.

AARON
Dammit.  I'd forget my fuckin' dick
if it wasn't attached.

JULIAN
Well, at least then I'd be able to
have a little fun with it here at
home.

Aaron laughs.

AARON
(kissing Julian)

Thanks, babe.
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He rushes out the door again.  The house phone RINGS.  Julian
puts down his coffee cup and sits at the desk, picking up
the phone.

JULIAN
Hello?

ADRIAN (V.O.)
Hello...is Aaron there?

JULIAN
No, sorry, you just missed him. 
Who's calling?

ADRIAN (V.O.)
This is Adrian...his brother.

INT. KDBC CBS4 NEWS STUDIO - EVENING

Alex speeds down the hallway shuffling through some papers
on a clipboard.  DALE walks out of an office with a sign
marked: "Editing".  Dale, a young intern with his own
clipboard in hand, hastily approaches Alex.

DALE
Mr. Lowell.  Marcia's not finished
with her City Hall piece.

ALEX
(looking at watch)

Well, it has to be on in 13 minutes.

Both Alex and Dale walk in synch on their way into the filming
studio.

DALE
She would be, but Brian only just
brought in the B-roll material and
she's trying to put it in, she needs
more time.

Alex immediately about-faces and heads out of the studio
into the hall.  Dale nervously stays three feet behind him.

Alex makes various notes on his clipboard as he walks to the
Editing room door.  He pounds on the door with an irritated
look on his face and walks in to see MARCIA sitting in the
room with an EDITOR at the panel.

ALEX
(forcefully)

Marcia, I'll switch the downtown
winter wonderland opening with your
story, which, with a commercial break
will give you an extra six minutes. 
Have it in the control room two
minutes before that.
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Before she can respond, Alex forcefully closes the door.  He
heads back into the studio, leaving Dale behind at the editing
room door.  The studio is abuzz with typical pre-newscast
goings-on.

Alex walks up to KRISTINA and JASON, the 40s-ish news anchors
who are reviewing their notes and aptly getting their faces
powdered by JULIE, the make-up girl.

ALEX
Guys, small change.  Swap Winter
Wonderland and City Hall.

KRISTINA
(raises an eyebrow)

Marcia not done yet?  
(to Julie, sarcastic)

Julie, please redo my make-up to
create a look of surprise on my face.

Jason and Alex chuckle.

ALEX
Oh, Jason, try to liven up those
lighter pieces, this show is watched
by a lot of old people.  They have a
hard enough time as it were trying
to stay awake this long after the
early bird special at Luby's.

Jason's face drops and he takes off his make-up bib and picks
up his notes.

JASON
I'm sorry young man, but twenty years
and a local Emmy later, I still find
it hard to brighten up during an
incredibly cheesy fluff piece.

ALEX
Which is why you're still at this
small city station, and not replacing
Stone Phillips on Dateline, old man.

JASON
(oddly pleased)

Touche.

ALEX
(checking watch)

Ok guys, have a good show.

MOMENTS LATER DURING THE NEWSCAST

Dale quietly tiptoes on the set and walks up to Alex who
stands behind a camera viewing the show through the monitor.
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DALE
Mr. Lowell, there's a call for you
in the control room, it's from your
wife.

Alex removes his headset. 

ALEX
What?  We're in the middle of a show.

DALE
Sorry, but she said it's an emergency.

Curious, Alex quietly heads into

THE CONTROL ROOM

and heads straight to the phone in the back.

ALEX
Dale, which line?

DALE
Three, sir.

Alex picks up the phone and discreetly turns away from the
crowded room.

ALEX
Gillian?  What's the matter?

GILLIAN (V.O.)
Babe, I'm so sorry to call you during
the newscast but you haven't been
answering your phone all day.

INTERCUT TELEPHONE CONVERSATION - ALEX AND GILLIAN

Gillian sits at the end of a finely polished dinner table.

ALEX
Sorry, it's been a busy day.  What's
wrong?

GILLIAN
It's your mother.  Adrian called
this morning and said they took her
to the hospital last night and she's
still there, unconscious.

ALEX
Shit, do you know what happened?

GILLIAN
I don't know.  I told Adrian we'd be
at your mother's house after the
newscast.
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ALEX
(scratches head)

Well...shit.
(stares at the room)

Look, I'll have to work a few things
out but I'll be home as quickly as I
can after the show's over.  I'll
have to let you go so I can do that.

Gillian flinches into the phone in response to the bitingly
poignant remark Alex has just made.  She slowly responds... 

GILLIAN
Okay, babe.  I've already started
packing bags and such.  I figured
we'll just stay there, so I'll see
you soon.  I love you.

Gillian waits for the usual spousal response, but doesn't
receive such as Alex immediately hangs up the phone.  He
urgently walks back

IN THE STUDIO 

and lingers in the back, watching the broadcast, taking a
deep breath.  His saddened gaze gets lost in Kristina's words
as she announces...

KRISTINA
And coming up after the break, Marcia
Williams gives us a full report on
Mayor Estella Casas' round table
discussions at City Hall concerning
the new citywide public building
smoking ban.

INT. ALEX'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Gillian gently places her cell phone on the table.  Before
she can ponder the weirdness of her husband's apathetic phone
demeanor, Katlyn walks in toting her little travel suitcase.

KATLYN
Mommy, I'm packed.  Can we eat now?

(damsel in distress)
I'm famished!

Gillian walks over and kneels.

GILLIAN
(giggling)

Famished?  Where did you learn that
word?

KATLYN
From daddy's news.
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GILLIAN
Aw, sweety, most little girls your
age are playing tea party with their
Barbies.  You know, like the ones we
spend hundreds of dollars each year
to give you.

Gillian fixes Katlyn's misplaced shirt.

GILLIAN
You shouldn't be watching the news,
it's full of scary real things you
shouldn't know about just yet.

KATLYN
Most mommies would be proud to see
that their child is incredibly
intelligent and would enjoy the fact
that she can watch the news and
understand what's being said.

A surprised Gillian chuckles at her daughter's retort.  She
quickly, and playfully snatches the suitcase from Katlyn's
hand.

GILLIAN
Intelligent, huh.

KATLYN
Hey! 

Gillian places the suitcase on the table and opens it.  She
laughs at its contents.

GILLIAN
Mhmm.  Just what I thought.  My
intelligent little girl's packing
skills have yet to emerge from all
that news watching.

KATLYN
What are you talking about, mommy? 
You said pack what I would need.

GILLIAN
Okay...Let's see, one change of
clothes, no underwear or socks, and
no hygienic products or tools.  But
you do have a butt-ton of candy, a
jar full of marbles, a rubber chicken,
and I'm not even going to ask what's
in that little unmarked canister.

KATLYN
It's empty.  I'm going to catch bugs
with it.
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GILLIAN
Aww.  Did you confuse Grandma's house
with Neverland, Wendy?

KATLYN
(quickly)

I wish.

GILLIAN
(smiling)

Try again please.

KATLYN
Okay, okay.

Gillian closes the suitcase and hands it to Katlyn.  She
gently kisses Katlyn on the top of the head.

GILLIAN
Thank you, sweety.

Katlyn grabs the suitcase and starts to walk out of the dining
room, turning to her mother...

KATLYN
Just for the record, I think
Tinkerbell's an airhead for wearing
that skimpy green dress just to please
a boy who's never going to love her.

Gillian immediately turns to her daughter and laughs out of
confusion.

GILLIAN
Just go pack.  And do it right this
time.

(under her breath)
I'm going to have to pay more
attention to what's on that tv of
hers.

From down the hall, Katlyn seems to have heard what Gillian
has said under her breath.  She yells to Gillian as Gillian
attaches her cell phone to the charger.

KATLYN
It's not MY tv.  Amanda's mom lets
us watch Sex & the City.

Gillian stops and chuckles, surprisingly not disturbed.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - LATE EVENING

Adrian opens the front door to discover a tired Gillian
holding Katlyn, who's asleep on her shoulder.  Alex is
annoyed, holding the luggage for the three of them.
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GILLIAN
Hey. 

Adrian smiles when seeing Gillian and steps aside, gesturing
them in.

ADRIAN
Hey there.  How are you?

Adrian hugs Gillian and rubs Katlyn's sleeping head.

GILLIAN
Fine, just a little tired.

Adrian notices the bags and surmises that they plan on
sleeping over.  He ignores Alex and speaks only to Gillian.

ADRIAN
Well, Alex's bedroom still has the
bunk bed, so I'm sure all three of
you will be fine in there.  This one
looks like she's already given up
for the night.

GILLIAN
Yeah, it's her bed time.

Alex puts the bags down and speaks loud enough to make his
presence known.

ALEX
Here, let me take her. I'll put her
into bed.

GILLIAN
Ok, thanks sweety.

After making the transfer, Gillian kisses her daughter on
the head and turns to Adrian, who patiently awaits her
undivided attention.  Alex departs up the stairs.

ALEX
(re: bags)

I'll take care of those.

GILLIAN
Alright. 

ADRIAN
Katlyn's beautiful.

GILLIAN
She's also an annoying little know
it all.  I swear, sometimes I feel
as though I should have named her
Pearle and sewed the letter 'A' to
all my clothes.
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They continue their conversation on the way to the kitchen.

ADRIAN
Well, I'm not all that surprised
really. 

GILLIAN
Why's that?

ADRIAN
Because if I recall correctly, you
were a little Hermione Granger
yourself growing up.

GILLIAN
And damn proud of it. 

In the kitchen, Gillian sits at one of the counter stools. 
Adrian heads to the conveniently whistling tea pot on the
stove.

ADRIAN
I was making tea, you want some?

GILLIAN
Sure.  I see Lupé still keeps you
stocked on that herbal stuff.

ADRIAN
Yeah well, personally I prefer French
roast coffee from a press in doses
lethal to the average human being.

GILLIAN
Me too.  I think coffee was my saving
grace in high school and college. 
It's not easy trying to secure a
future and raising a child.

Alex gets two cups from the cupboard.  Placing the tea bags
in the cups, he pours the steaming water.

ADRIAN
Well, Katlyn has a good mother.

GILLIAN
She's too old for her age.

ADRIAN
She was a kid being raised by kids. 
She was never going to be young long.

Adrian hands a cup to Gillian who accepts it and begins to
solemnly steep the tea bag.

GILLIAN
Sad as that is...
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ADRIAN
Don't focus on it.  She's fine. 
She's healthy, and you two have a
home now.

GILLIAN
Three.

ADRIAN
What?

GILLIAN
Three.  Alex is a dedicated father.

Adrian sips his tea, ignoring Gillian's comment.

ADRIAN
So where are your parents?

Gillian sips her tea, slightly annoyed with Adrian's refusal
to acknowledge his brother.

GILLIAN
In Europe.  They said they would go
not long after I finished college
and was able to take care of Katlyn
on my own.  They deserve it.

ADRIAN
Wow, you really lucked out in the
parental department.  Not many parents
would have been so supportive to a
whory teenage mother.

Gillian punches Adrian's shoulder hard in jest.  Adrian rubs
his shoulder.

GILLIAN
Fucker.  

(re: comment)
You're right though.  I'm no Lorelai
Gilmore, so I gladly accepted their
help.  I'm not sure Alex was proud
of that.

Taking another sip, Adrian smiles this time. 

ADRIAN
Well, seeing your father run Alex
down the street with a baseball bat
at the news was pretty fuckin'
hilarious.

The two share a laugh.  Adrian walks around the counter to
join Gillian, taking the empty stool next to her.
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GILLIAN
You know, I think it actually helped
settle things with Alex and my father.

Just as Gillian finishes,  Alex suddenly enters and
interjects.

ALEX
It better have.  The old bastard
thwopped me a good one right in the
back of my head.  I was knocked out
for a good two or three hours before
I woke up in a bush across the street
from Burges High.

Gillian laughs, but Adrian immediately begins to close up. 
He stares down at his tea and stirs it with a nearby spoon
to distract himself from Alex's presence.

GILLIAN
Dad always told me you got away and
were too chicken to come home.

ALEX
(matter-of-fact)

Yeah, well, he would.

Alex walks over to the fridge to get himself a drink.  After
disappointingly sighing at the fridge's contents, he grabs
one of the bottles of beer on the lower rack.

ALEX
Damn Lupé and her light beer crap.

Popping the top of his beer, Alex takes a thirst-quenching
gulp.  He returns to the counter, gently placing the bottle
down.

ALEX
So what's up with mom?

Adrian has tuned out Alex's presence.  He is still
despondently staring at and stirring his tea.  Alex waits
impatiently before throwing the beer cap at Adrian to break
his concentration.

ADRIAN
What!?

ALEX
Yo, rain man.  What the fuck is up
with mom?

ADRIAN
She fell and hit her head really
hard on the stove.
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ALEX
That's it?

ADRIAN
Well, it was really bad fall.

ALEX
Is she stable?

ADRIAN
Yes, she's recovering.  She's been
in and out of consciousness since
then, mostly because of the meds.

GILLIAN
Do you want to go to the hospital
tonight?

ALEX
It's late.  

GILLIAN
Ok.

ALEX
I took off the next two days from
work, so we'll go first thing in the
morning.

GILLIAN
I won't be able to go in the morning. 
I have that interview at the gallery.

ALEX
Well, then I'll go.

GILLIAN
I'm sorry, babe.  I'll head to the
hospital straight from there.

Alex distracts himself with his beer.  He takes a finishing
gulp and SLAMS the empty bottle in the trash can under the
sink.

ALEX
It's fine.  Don't worry about it.

Alex exits.  Each step he takes is stern, just short of
immaturely storming out.  Gillian gets up from her chair and
begins to follow him, but stops short.

GILLIAN
Where are you going?

ALEX
Upstairs to lay down.  It's been a
long day.
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Gillian sighs and desperately sits down on her stool.  The
look she gives Adrian speaks nothing as if to say she's used
to this detachment from Alex.

ADRIAN
And here I thought the only kid in
the house was asleep upstairs.

GILLIAN
He's been like that for awhile.  I
don't know what's eating him. 

Gillian pushes her cup of tea away on the counter and rests
head in hand.

ADRIAN
Well, Aaron's coming home.  Thought
he would be here by now.  I'm sure
he'll knock some sense into him.

GILLIAN
Really?  Why?

ADRIAN
Well, I'd like to think it would be
mom's deteriorating health, but
unfortunately for Mr. Hollywood,
family ties don't bind.  Encouragement
from his boyfriend is probably the
only reason he's coming home.

GILLIAN
Is he still seeing that Caleb guy?

ADRIAN
No.  Julian...for about a year and a
half now.  Living in sin and
everything.

GILLIAN
Wow.  It's been that long since I've
seen or heard a word from him. 

ADRIAN
I talked to Julian for about a half
hour.  Seems pretty nice.

Gillian stands and walks over to the sink.  She sips a little
more of her tea before pouring the rest down the drain,
placing the cup in the sink.

GILLIAN
I think I'm going to chase after my
husband and go to bed.

She begins to walk towards to the dining room... 
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ADRIAN
You know, Gilly, I still think it's
weird you're married to my brother.

Gillian turns to walk up to Adrian who - sitting on the stool -
appears slightly beneath her gaze.  She places a hand on his
shoulder like a sister and smiles.

GILLIAN
Well, we've always been like brother
and sister.  It just became a reality
when I started sneaking off with
your brother to the band pit in the
theater at school when it was closed.

Adrian readjusts the placement of his tee shirt, disturbed
with this excess of information.  He mocks gagging noises.

ADRIAN
Thanks sis for that lovely history
lesson on how Katlyn was made.  But
I've already taken that road trip to
scary visual land more times than I
care to mention.

GILLIAN
I love you.

Gillian kisses Adrian on his head and hugs him.  As her head
moves away from Adrian's, she notices a scar that was hidden
through clever styling.  She moves the hair and gets a clearer
view of the scar.

GILLIAN
What's that?

Adrian quickly pulls away and fixes his hair back into place.

ADRIAN
Oh, just an accident a few months
ago.  I was at a golf course and
stupidly stepped behind someone
putting a nine-iron.

GILLIAN
Oh, ouch.  I'm sorry. 

ADRIAN
I'm fine.  You get to bed.  Spend
time with that git you call a husband.

GILLIAN
(yawning)

I'll see about making breakfast in
the morning.  I'll have to be up
early anyway, good night Spiderman.
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Gillian walks out of the kitchen as Adrian sits on his stool,
clasping tight to his cup.

ADRIAN
Good night, Wonder Woman.

Adrian peeks over his chair to see if Gillian is completely
out of sight.

Once he sees that she has gone upstairs, his expression
immediately plummets.  His breathing begins to deepen.  

Appearing to be dizzy, Adrian rubs his head with one hand. 
His burden is as great as his grip on the counter to keep
himself from falling to the ground.

He places his head down in his arms and rests on the counter,
too weak to get up.  He painfully closes his eyes.

EXT. LOWELL HOUSE - NIGHT

Aaron and Julian, with bags in hand, approach the front door.

Aaron pauses for a moment and stares up at the sleeping house.  

All lights are off.  A soft breeze travels along the borders
of the house, through lightly rattling tree branches, and
touches Aaron's face as he remains still.  He momentarily
absorbs the cool air, which seems to carry him away with his
thoughts.

Julian walks up next to him and looks up, unsure of what it
is that has Aaron's attention. 

JULIAN
What is it?

AARON
I forgot how tall the house was.

Julian looks up, not knowing how to respond.  His face softens
as he grabs his boyfriend's hand, realizing the importance
of this moment.  Aaron's grip tightens at the gesture as he
turns and smiles to Julian.

AARON
Let's go inside.  

(stopping)
Quietly though, I'd imagine everyone's
asleep.

JULIAN
Ok.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

A giant THUD jerks Adrian out of an uncomfortable slumber on
the kitchen counter.
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Adrian gets up and slowly approaches the dining room entrance. 
He lightly hops to the other side of the entrance to get a
hidden angled view across to the foyer.

JULIAN (O.S.)
(whispered)

So much for a stealthy entrance.

Adrian watches Aaron and Julian as they put their bags down
and Aaron quietly shuts the front door.  The world is asleep
so all is quiet and even the softest of whispers can be heard.

AARON
We'll just head upstairs into my old
bedroom.

JULIAN
(proposal with merit)

Oh, really.  Maybe I should call my
mom first, I mean it is past curfew
and she'll be so verkelmpt if I don't
buzz her.

AARON
'Verklempt'?  Seriously?

JULIAN
Well, I do feel like a schoolboy
again.

Adrian peculiarly watches them as they embrace and kiss each
other.  When they separate, Julian turns and faces Adrian,
and looks as though he catches the peeping Tom leaning in
from the kitchen.  

Adrian reacts immediately and pushes himself behind the wall,
hidden from view.

As it were, Julian doesn't notice Adrian and picks up one of
the bags he put down.

AARON
C'mon.  And don't laugh at my room.

JULIAN
Wait, it's been years since you've
been home.  How do you know it's
still the same way you left it.

AARON
Please, my mother's Carolyn Burnham. 
Trust me, it's still the same.  If
anything she's repainted and changed
the bedspread. 

Adrian stands against the counter pondering something, hands
clenched together.  His eyes water as he chokes in a breath,
trying desperately to prevent an all-out sob.
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ADRIAN (V.O.)
Massive glioma.  I think that's what
doctors called the tumor eating away
at various spots in my brain.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
The funny thing is that it doesn't
make me smarter, or irrational. 
Instead it slowly eats away at the
source of me.  

He shakes his head and forcefully turns off the kitchen light
and walks out into the dining room.

Adrian slowly walks through the living room.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
I spent the better half of the last
six months isolated from the few
people I was close to, trying in
vain to get better as doctors poked
around my head.  Instead, I found
myself completely consumed with
feelings of rage and resentment. 
Wondering what I would miss out on.  

IN ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Adrian plops down in his bed and stares up at the ceiling,
choosing not to cover himself with his blankets.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
If I had a single regret, it was
that I never got close to anyone. 
Was never touched.  Never kissed. 
That life for me was just a mere
tease.  I'll never get to experience
it as my brothers will. 

His longing gaze is sad as he grabs a pillow and forcefully
clutches it.

IN AARON'S BEDROOM

Aaron and Julian stand in front of the open bedroom door in
awe.  It's miraculous.  All books are neatly placed on the
shelves, the walls and bedspreads reflect well off each other
in various, but coordinated shades of green.  It sparkles.

JULIAN
Carolyn Burnham?  I'd say Martha
fucking Stewart.

AARON
Well, at least my good taste rubbed
off on the woman before I left.  I'm
just not sure about the color.  It's
so...green.
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INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - MORNING

KATLYN
Adrian...

Adrian is jerked out of sleep by Katlyn's soft touch as she
stands beside his bed decked out in her girly pajamas. 

He lifts his head to get a good look at the person waking
him and plops his head down talking through vain attempts to
fall back asleep.

ADRIAN
Hey you.

KATLYN
Uncle Adrian, everyone's already
awake. 

ADRIAN
How nice for them.

Adrian doesn't move and places a pillow on his head.  He
talks with Katlyn while still failingly trying to continue
sleeping.

ADRIAN
What time is it?

KATLYN
It was 7 a.m. when I woke up a few
minutes ago.

Adrian sits up realizing his efforts are in vain, annoyingly
tossing the pillow aside.

ADRIAN
Seven!  For your sake you better be
kidding you little Bebe's kid, or
I'll get your mother's permission to
slap your bottom so hard you'll have
to sit to poop!

Gillian laughs hysterically at Adrian.

GILLIAN
Uncle Adrian you're silly.  I already
have to sit to poop.  That doesn't
make any sense.

ADRIAN
Uh, yeah hi.  That's because it's
seven in the morning!

Adrian sits fully upright and turns to the side of the bed,
still searching for the energy to start the day.  Katlyn
happily hugs him.
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KATLYN
Good morning!

Adrian hugs her back, realizing his efforts futile in
resisting Katlyn's obvious charm.

ADRIAN
Yeah, yeah.  Where's your father? 
I'm sure he'd appreciate this morning
gesture a little more than me.

GILLIAN
He's downstairs swinging his manhood
around against Aaron.

Gillian walks in with two cups of coffee.

ADRIAN
(groans)

It's too early in the morning for... 

KATLYN
A cockfight?

Adrian gasps and looks straight away at Gillian for answers.

ADRIAN
How does she even know what that is?

Gillian hands Adrian one of the cups of coffee.  Gillian
only purses her lips and rolls her eyes.

GILLIAN
God only knows.  I'm guessing it has
a lot to do with a little syndicated
show about four sex-crazed
thirtysomethings in the big city
that she recently admitted to watching
at her friend's house.

Adrian leans over and hugs Katlyn.

ADRIAN
Aw, she's growing up to be a sneaky,
yet witty sharp-tongued mind like
her uncle, I'm so proud.

(lifts Katlyn's chin)
Now, little one.  Be careful with
that mouth at school.  I know from
personal experience, that teachers
tend to frown upon a child's
intelligence exceeding their own.

KATLYN
I know that Uncle Dearest.

ADRIAN
Oh, ew.  Don't call me that, or...  
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ADRIAN
(Joan Crawford)

I'll beat you with a wire hanger.
(sipping coffee)

Mm, really good coffee.  You have a
gift Gillian.

GILLIAN
I didn't make it.  Julian did.  It's
his own stash too, obviously.  I
guess Aaron did well in remembering
Lupé's great coffee ban of '96.

Adrian stretches and rises from the bed.  

ADRIAN
Like Lupé doesn't know that we still
thrive on this blessed liquid.  She
can't be THAT oblivious.

IN THE KITCHEN

Aaron, fully and fashionably dressed, snuggles Julian from
behind as he cooks pancakes on the stove.

AARON
What are you doing?

JULIAN
Just cooking a little something for
everyone.

AARON
Don't over do it.

Julian coyly rolls his eyes as he lovingly shoves Aaron away. 
Alex walks in.  He too is fully dressed.  He stops and makes
brief, but awkward eye contact.

AARON
What's up?

ALEX
(snide)

Didn't think you'd be here.

AARON
(mock sweet)

Oh, I'm great how are you?  You look
spiffy.

ALEX
Thanks.  Going to see mom.

AARON
Really, me too.

Julian turns away from the stove and interjects.
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JULIAN
Hi, I'm Julian, Aaron's...well...

ALEX
I got it.  Nice to meet you.

AARON
Well I was just heading out.

Julian waves a spatula around while talking. 

JULIAN
You two should ride together, save
gas...and the Earth.

Alex and Aaron chuckle.

ALEX
I don't think so.

AARON
What, you afraid to be seen with
your sissy brother?

ALEX
No, it's just...

Aaron drops his shoulders, and throws his head, knowing what
Alex is talking about. 

AARON
If you're gonna say, it's my driving,
get over it.

Alex heads to the fridge, opens the door and removes the
carton of orange juice. 

ALEX
Well, it would be great because
Gillian could use my car to get to
her interview.

Alex grabs a glass from the cabinet and fills it with the
orange juice.  He quickly imbibes the juice and places the
empty glass on the counter. 

JULIAN
Then it's settled.

Still holding the empty glass, Alex sniffs around. 

ALEX
I smell coffee.

Julian points to the coffee pot. 

JULIAN
Fresh brewed.
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ALEX
(huffs)

Don't let Lupé see you with that. 
She'll slap the shit out of you.

Aaron rejoins Julian at the stove, and hugs him. 

AARON
He's not kidding.  Clean the pot and
put it back where you got it when
you're done.

(facing Alex)
I'm going to warm up the car. 

Aaron kisses Julian on the way out.  Alex doesn't wait and
heads upstairs.

MOMENTS LATER IN ADRIAN'S BEDROOM 

The sound of the front door SLAMMING gets Adrian's attention. 
He walks towards the window, moves the curtain aside and
peers out.

ADRIAN
Wow, we've been under the same roof
for all but a few hours and already
Aaron's stormed off.  Not a record,
but still rather quick.

GILLIAN
Nah, that's not it.

ADRIAN
Who cares.  Either way...  

(re: White Grand Am)
That is a sweet ride.  I guess
Hollywood is good for something.

Katlyn has busied herself with Adrian's Mp3 player, placing
the headphones loosely on her head. She sings along to
whatever is playing.

Adrian walks away from the window, puts his coffee down on
the nightstand and gets on one knee.  

ADRIAN
C'mon Kelly Clarkson, piggyback to
the kitchen.  Breakfast time.

Katlyn takes off the headphones and throws everything on the
bed, excited.

KATLYN
Ok.

(re: song)
And it's Mariah Carey.
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ADRIAN
What?

KATLYN
Who I'm going to be.  The next Mariah. 
The voice of an angel, a mind for
business, and a bod for sin.

Katlyn finishes her comment with an overly sexual flip of
her hair. 

Adrian continues to be astonished eyeballing Gillian for
approval.  Gillian closes her eyes and shakes her head as
they all get up.  

Gillian opens and holds the door.

GILLIAN
(defeated sigh)

Just be careful going down the stairs.

KATLYN
Don't be mad mommy.  Amanda's mom is
all about Girl Power.  A mutual
sentiment.

Gillian leans in and pinches her daughter's chin. 

GILLIAN
Oh trust me my little Tess McGill,
Mrs. Turner and I are going to have
discussions about that, believe you
me.

As Adrian makes his way to the foot of the stairs with Katlyn
on his back, he attempts to sip his coffee.  Katlyn grasps
him a little harder, almost prompting a spill of Adrian's
sacred beverage on their way into the living room.

ADRIAN
Woh, Tonto, exercise a little caution,
please.  This is Uncle Adrian's most
important cup of liquid in the day.

Gillian closely follows behind as the three make their way
into the dining room in route to the kitchen.

KATLYN
(innocently)

Adrian, can I have some coffee too?

Gillian chokes a little in reaction to Katlyn's request as
the three enter the kitchen.

ADRIAN
Uhm, I think your mother already has
an issue with your tv-viewing habits, 

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (CONT'D)
sweety.  I think we'll stick with
one vice for now.

Adrian places Katlyn down on the counter.

ADRIAN
There you go Katy-monster.  That'll
be five bucks.

KATLYN
Charge it.

Katlyn hops off the counter and runs to the table.

KATLYN
Hi!  I'm Katlyn, who are you?

Adrian turns his attention to Julian, whom he hadn't noticed
was in the kitchen at the breakfast table, which is
conveniently spread out with breakfast goodies.

ADRIAN
This must be Julian.  And wow!  Look
at this spread.

Adrian walks over to him and mock-excitingly shakes his hand.

JULIAN
Yes.  

(shy)
Morning everyone.

GILLIAN
Hello again.  

(re: table)
Thanks for saving me the trouble.

Adrian lets go of Julian's hand before heading to the drawer
to get the silverware.

JULIAN
Oh no problem.  I thought it would
be a good welcoming gesture.  But, I
tend to go a little overboard.

GILLIAN
Well, it's lovely.  Thank you.

Adrian dolls out napkins and silverware, with empty plates
already awaiting them on the table.

ADRIAN
Looks good.  So where are the other
two ass--

(re: Katlyn)
Er, absent brothers of mine.
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JULIAN
They went ahead to the hospital to
see how your mother's doing.

Adrian raises an eyebrow and looks at Gillian, intrigued. 
He finds his seat and sits.

ADRIAN
Together?  Like, in the same motor-
cubically-enclosed environment?

Julian curiously scowls his forehead. 

JULIAN
As far as I know.

Adrian shrugs as he picks up the empty plate in front of him
ready to fill it up.

ADRIAN
Beware the unsuspecting drivers of
El Paso.

Adrian spots the doughnuts at the center of the table.  He
reaches for a glazed doughnut and takes a big bite.  He
relishes the taste.

ADRIAN
(mouth full)

Uhhh, Krispy Kreme.

Julian smiles, proud of his spread. 

ADRIAN
Starbucks and Krispy Kreme?  Julian,
you are the master of first impression
schmoozing.

JULIAN
Thanks. 

Gillian sits with her coffee cup close to her chest and stares
off.  Her other hand fiddles with the necklace that adorns
her delicate neck.

INT./EXT. ALEX'S CAR - RESLER DRIVE - EARLY MORNING

Gillian's blood-stained hand is fiddling with the same
necklace as she stares out the window, glossy-eyed.  Her
mind, expression, and color are as blank as a clean sheet of
typing paper.

The drive is eerily quiet.  The sounds of the motor, as well
as that of the occasional passing car, are the only things
that can be heard.
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ALEX
I had Aaron and Julian take Katlyn
to our house.  I didn't know where
else to leave her.

Gillian stares at the blood on her hands.  She looks over to
her husband as he tries to remain concentrated on the road,
realizing the concern for his decision.  She nods.

GILLIAN
That's good, I'm sure she's fine. 

ALEX
I didn't want to risk her walking in
and seeing Adrian like that.  

(emotional choke)
I didn't want that to be the last
thing she remembers about him.

Gillian scratches at her hands, attempting to scrape the
dried blood off.  She lightly sobs.  Realizing the futility
of her efforts, she places her hands on her lap.  Alex reaches
over and holds Gillian's hand.  She squeezes back.

GILLIAN
You're such a good man.  Adrian said
that.  He loved Katlyn as much as he
loved both of us.

Alex forces a smile, but the look in his eyes speaks of
overwhelming pride.

ALEX
I know.

EXT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - EARLY MORNING

Aaron's white Grand Am rips through the parking lot and
quickly turns into the first empty parking spot in the middle
of the lot.

Both sides of the car door open as quickly as the engine is
cut off.  Aaron gets out of the driver's side in the middle
of an argument with Alex.

ALEX
Oh my God, I'm alive! 

AARON
Look motherfucker.

AARON
If you want a ride back to the house
when we're done here, I suggest you
shut the fuck up because I have no
patience for back seat drivers.  
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ALEX
Back seat driver!?  I would hardly
consider screaming "I CHOOSE LIFE!"  -
from your terrible automotive handling
skills "back seat driving".

AARON
Sorry if I learned to drive in a
metro city.

ALEX
This isn't LA you jackass, this is
Texas.  Drive fuckin' friendly.

The two make their way to the entrance of the emergency room,
frightening passerbys with the volume and profane content of
their argument.

AARON
There is nothing friendly about the
drivers in Texas, except that they
often confuse cars with tractors and
drive too fuckin' slow.  People have
places to be, things to do.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - MOMENTS LATER

Alex and Aaron storm down the hall on the level where Maria
is being kept.  Aaron walks in the same expeditious fashion
that characterizes his driving as Alex pushes himself to
keep up.

ALEX
Damn, fucker, how much coffee do you
drink in a day?

AARON
What are you talking about?

ALEX
Well, your movement and motion seems
to always be on some uberhigh speed
setting.

The two reach Maria's room and stare through window, noticing
she is not awake. 

AARON
I'm like 75 percent caffeine.

The brothers stand side by side and watch as Dr. Carey walks
about the room scribbling notes on his clipboard as he moves
Maria's different ligaments around.

ALEX
Yeah, well, I seem to be the only
one in the family not walking in the
way of the sacred bean.
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Aaron turns his head to Alex with a look of pity. 

AARON
I'm sad for you.

ALEX
Well, join the club.  It's co-chaired
by Gillian and Adrian.

Dr. Carey notices Alex and Aaron standing outside the window
and motions to them that he'll be out momentarily.

AARON
Speaking of coffee, I seriously need
to find a Starbucks when we get out
of here.

ALEX
I saw a cafe next to the cafeteria
on the lobby level.

Aaron throws Alex a look of disgust, placing his hand on his
stomach. 

AARON
My stomach turned when you said that.

ALEX
What the fuck is the difference?

AARON
Hospital coffee is right down there
with gas station coffee and donut
shop coffee.

Alex slowly turns to give Aaron a look of confusion.

ALEX
I would think donut shops would have
good coffee.

AARON
Please, if that were true, then
Starbucks and Krispy Kreme would not
have the successful parasitic
relationship that they are currently
enjoying.

AARON
You will not find a donut shop with
good coffee any more than the vice
versa.  I learned that pretty quickly
when I lived in Seattle for two years.

Alex isn't impressed with Aaron's skewed perception of the
world, shown by the drop in his expression to reveal a
somewhat diffident, yet annoyed stare.
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ALEX
I'm humbled by your vast knowledge
of the world.

AARON
Shut up.

Before Alex vocalizes a retort, Aaron quickly changes the
subject by pointing at the window.

AARON
I think the doc's coming out. 

Dr. Carey steps out of the room and greets the brothers.

DR. CAREY
Good morning, gentleman.  I'm Dr.
Carey.

ALEX
Good morning, doctor.  I'm Alex and
this is my brother Aaron, we're Maria
Lowell's sons.

They all shake hands, completing the initial pleasantries. 
Aaron wastes no time in asking...

AARON
So we'll get right to it.  How is
she?

DR. CAREY
Well she's still somewhat sedated,
coming in and out of consciousness. 
But she is stable and she should be
in a more coherent state pretty soon.

ALEX
That's good news then. 

Dr. Carey's pager clinically SOUNDS as he places Maria's
charts in the slot on the door.  He checks the pager.

AARON
Do you need to be somewhere, doctor?

DR. CAREY
Unfortunately, yes.  I'm only just
coming on -- running late and all --
and have a number of patients to
see.  I could come back if you more
questions.

ALEX
That's not necessary.
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AARON
Like hell it is.  Doctor, when will
she be moved to recovery?

Dr. Carey starts to walk away from the two and heads down
the hall.  He walks backwards answering Aaron's last question.

DR. CAREY
As soon as she's awake, fully able
to move on her own and understand
what's going on around her.  Please,
excuse me.

ALEX
Thank you doctor.

Alex jabs Aaron in the stomach when Dr. Carey turns around
and disappears.

ALEX
That was rude.

AARON
Sorry, but he's suppose to give us
answers, that's his job.

As the boys are having yet another spat, REESE HOFFMAN, 50,
walks by with a pot of flowers in her hand.

ALEX
That doesn't mean you have to be a
prick.  He's got other patients to
tend to, as if that weren't fuckin'
obvious.

AARON
What?!  We drove all the way down
here, I wasn't leaving without any
fuckin' answers.

Reese squints and analyzes Alex and Aaron, questioning their
familiarity.  When she reads "Lowell, Maria" in grease pencil
on the door's tag, she immediately remembers who they are
and approaches them.

REESE
Excuse me, are you Maria Lowell's
boys?

Aaron and Alex turn to the mysterious inquiring woman.

ALEX
Yes.  Who are you?

REESE
I'm Reese Hoffman.  

(MORE)
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REESE (CONT'D)
I was a coworker of your mother's
many years ago when she managed the
Las Cruces Bath & Body Works.

AARON
Oh, wow that WAS many years ago.

Reese timidly smiles and peeks over Alex's shoulder to look
inside the window.  She becomes concerned.

REESE
Oh.

ALEX
She had an accident.  We're told
she'll be fine soon.

REESE
That's good.  I haven't seen her in
many years.  I remember seeing you
boys when you were about that high.

Reese signals with her hand just shy of her waist.  Alex and
Aaron silently mouth to each other as Reese adjusts the purse
strap on her shoulder, and fluffs the leaves on her plant.

ALEX (Not Heard)
Who is she?

AARON (Not Heard)
I don't know.

When Reese's line of sight returns to the boys, they
immediately desist.  They remain falsely interested in the
conversation.

ALEX
(re: flowerpot)

So, I'm assuming you were about to
visit someone here?

REESE
Oh, yes.  One of my girlfriends. 
She's sick.  But never mind that. 
It's good I approached you.  There's
something I need to tell you.

Alex and Aaron look at each other with interest.

AARON
That being...?

REESE
I can't discuss it here.  It's not
right.  But it has to do with why I
haven't spoken with your mother in a
few years.
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AARON
I'm intrigued.

REESE
Here, hold this for me please.

She hands Aaron the flowerpot as she gets a small address
book from her purse.  She furiously scribbles something down
on the included notepad.  She tears out the paper and
exchanges it for the flowerpot.

REESE
This is my address.  I live in Las
Cruces, and I know it's much to ask,
but if you could meet me there later
this afternoon, we can talk all about
it.

ALEX
Oh, I don't know.  We do have a few
things to do today.

REESE
You probably do, but I assure you,
this is very important.

AARON
Oh we'll be there.

Aaron is excited, but Alex is a bit more cautious, giving
Aaron a sneering glare.

REESE
Good.  It was nice running into you. 
I will see you later then.

AARON
Bye Mrs. Hoffman.

Alex smiles, somewhat embarrassed, and loosely waves goodbye
as Reese turns and walks away.

Alex again jabs Aaron in the stomach.

ALEX
Dammit, what the hell have you gotten
us into?

AARON
What?!  A mystery woman with
information she can't divulge in
public.  C'mon, even as a news man
you have to agree it's worth
investigating.
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ALEX
Yeah, and as a fairy, you have to
admit, it probably amounts to nothing
more than juicy gossip.

Aaron forcefully jabs Alex hard in the stomach, knocking the
wind out of him.  His tone becomes defensive and more stern.

AARON
Yeah, motherfucker, you don't like
it do you.  I'm not a fuckin' fairy,
ok. Now, we're going to spend a few
minutes here, and then we're driving
over to Las Cruces.  If you don't
like that idea, your ass can catch a
bus back to the house.

Alex is still slightly hunched over, searching for a breath
and manages to squeeze out a response.

ALEX
Ok. Shit man did you have to hit me
that hard?

Aaron pats Alex's shoulder. 

AARON
A force necessary to knock the
ignorant comments right out of you.

ALEX
Fine, I'm sorry.

Aaron aids Alex in standing up straight and corrects the
placement of his shirt collar.

AARON
Good.  Now let's go inside and see
mom.

The two walk into the Maria's room and take different sides
of the bed.  They stand still and silent.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - MORNING

Laughter fills the kitchen as Adrian, Gillian, Julian, and
Katlyn sit around the breakfast table.  Food is half eaten
on each of their plates, and the atmosphere is less tense.

ADRIAN
Oh trust me, Julian, the day Aaron
came out, my mother wasn't the least
bit surprised.

JULIAN
What did she say? 
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ADRIAN
She turned to him, and said in pure
Bette Davis fashion with a martini
in hand, "Well now, it isn't the
least bit surprising, my son.  You've
always had better taste in shoes
than me".

Julian and Gillian laugh.  Katlyn looks confused.  She sits
up and looks at Adrian.

KATLYN
Who's Bette Davis?

ADRIAN
Aw, Katlyn.  Only one of the greatest
actresses to grace the silver screen.

JULIAN
Hrm, a love for Bette Davis, and
mouth as biting and cynical as a
Jewish mother, are you sure you aren't
gay yourself, Adrian?

Adrian awkwardly laughs.

ADRIAN
Who knows.  These days any guy who
owns more than three pairs of shoes,
tweezers, and has a subscription to
GQ magazine is called a queer.

JULIAN
Trust me, I know.  Makes it hard for
those of us who actually ARE to find
someone when half the guys who show
signs are just flaming metrosexuals.

ADRIAN
Damn straight.  Where's our fuckin'
pride parade

Gillian immediately sits up and leans forward to Adrian.

GILLIAN
Hey, language.

Adrian looks over at Katlyn, realizing his mistake. 

ADRIAN
My bad.

Adrian sits back in his chair and sips more of his coffee. 

ADRIAN
Well, we've completely digressed
from the point.  Point is, Julian.  

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (CONT'D)
You enter this family, you enter a
TRUE depiction of the modern American
family, complete with Dallas-like
scandal and Arrested Development-
like dysfunction.

Gillian again leans forward to the table, greatly intrigued
by this commentary.

GILLIAN
You consider this family to be a
true portrait of the American ideal?

ADRIAN
Hell no.  The American ideal is a
warped misguided notion made
mainstream to those mindless yuppies
who gathered around a black and white
television in the 1950s.  The real
thing couldn't be further from the
truth.  I mean, look at us.

GILLIAN
What about us? 

ADRIAN
Half-white, half-Hispanic, fag son,
teenage father, and...  

(pointing to himself)
...An asshole who can't keep his
mouth shut.

Gillian laughs.  She sits back with her coffee cup, taking
small sips.

GILLIAN
I guess.

(looks at watch)
I need to get ready for my interview
at the Gallery.

Gillian scoots back in her chair and stands up.

ADRIAN
Do you want me to go with you?

GILLIAN
I think I can dress myself, thanks.

Adrian smirks.

ADRIAN
I meant to the gallery.

GILLIAN
I know.  I'll be fine.  I just need
someone to watch Katy.
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ADRIAN
I'll stay with her, we'll go to the
park when you get back.

GILLIAN
Ok. 

(to Katlyn)
Katlyn, come upstairs and keep me
company while I get ready.

KATLYN
Ok.

Katlyn rises from the her chair, picks up her plate and places
it in the sink.  She walks over to Gillian, who grabs her by
the hand as they walk out.

GILLIAN
We'll be back.

Adrian smiles through a sip of his coffee.

EXT. REESE'S HOUSE - DAY

Reese's house stands alone, mysterious.  The yard is tended
to, complete with trimmed rose bushes and picturesque green
grass.  

The garden gnomes sprinkled about the yard shimmer in the
high afternoon sun.  Their glossy faces smile with
questionable looks of glee, as if to say they are happily
judging any and all who pass by.

Aaron's white Grand AM hastily pulls up and parks across the
street.

INSIDE AARON'S CAR

Aaron sits with his hands still on the wheel, sunglasses on
his face.  Alex peers over Aaron's shoulder trying to get a
good look at the house.

After a long analytic gaze, Aaron faces the steering wheel.

AARON
I fucking hate garden gnomes.

ALEX
Yeah, I never cared too much for
them either.  Always seemed like
they were plucked right out of a
Soundgarden music video.

AARON
"Black Hole Sun," yeah.  That creepy
look of contentment.  Like they're
constipated and happy about it.
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ALEX
Well, let's not tell Babette Dell
that. 

Aaron exhales, releasing his nervous grip on the driver's
wheel.

AARON
You ready?

ALEX
I guess.

The two exit the car, slowly walk across the street and up
the walkway.  They look around, inspecting the empty
neighborhood.

Aaron hunts for the doorbell, finding it in a not obvious
place behind a swinging mailbox.  He pushes it.  The resulting
RING is EERILY CHEERY.  Aaron turns to at Alex with a not-
surprised look on his face.

AARON
Typical.

ALEX
Yeah, yeah.

The door creaks open to reveal a somewhat eager Reese.  She
sports a flower-pattered apron, and holds matching pot-holding
gloves.  Her casual ensemble is carefully coordinated.

REESE
Oh, boys.  Come in, come in.

AARON
How are you Mrs. Hoffman?

REESE
Well.  I'm so glad you came.  You
boys have good timing.

Reese displays her pot-holding gloves.

REESE
I just finished baking a few goodies
to go with our tea.

ALEX
Smells like it.

REESE
Please have a seat in the living
room while I fetch the stuff from
the kitchen.

AARON
Oh, thank you.
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INT. REESE'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Alex and Aaron walk in as Reese departs to the kitchen.  The
door SHUTS behind them.  They walk into the living room
immediately noticing the plastic on the furniture.

Aaron is beside himself with amusement.

AARON
Oh my God.  I don't even know what
to say.

Alex's face is awkward.  He looks around and notices a vast
mini-porcelain collection on the fireplace mantle.  He bends
over for a closer look.

ALEX
Gosh, the Golden Girls weren't even
this old.

AARON
We should sit down before she catches
us making fun of her old-ladyness.

Alex and Aaron quickly fix themselves and sit down on the
couch, desperately trying to contain their laughter as the
plastic expectedly eminates fart noises.

AARON
I shit you not...

Aaron places his sunglasses in his jacket. 

AARON
...I will bust out if she comes in
here with one of those matching China
tea sets that only crusty British
women use while hosting a garden
party.

Reese walks in with a tray of matching China tea set pieces,
undoubtedly filled with the appropriate liquids.

REESE
Here we go.

As Reese sets the tray down.  Aaron looks the tea set over
and chortles.  Alex quickly, though nonchalantly glares at
him.

REESE
Is everything okay?

AARON
Oh, fine.  Just allergies.

Aaron wipes his nose as Reese sets out a cup and saucer set
for each of them.
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REESE
Oh, well, it's probably the dust.  I
haven't wiped these couches down in
a few days.

Aaron hears this and turns away, finding what Reese said
deeply amusing.  He fake sniffles, rubs his nose, and chokes
out his response.

AARON
Yeah, I'm sure that's what it is.

Alex shakes his head at Aaron.  Reese grabs the big teapot
and pours the tea into all three of their cups.

REESE
Cream and sugar?

ALEX
Two sugars please.

AARON
I'll have mine plain.

Reese drops two cubes of sugar into Alex's tea, and two into
her own.  Placing the cups within reach of each respective
recipient, Reese grabs her own and sits back.

Alex and Adrian grab their cups and saucers and slowly sip
their tea.  All three sit in awkward silence.

EXT. PORFIRIO DIAZ PARK - DAY

The small neighborhood park is empty.  Adrian, Gillian and
Katlyn walk around in the grass.  Katlyn spots the swings in
the children's play area.

KATLYN
I'm going to see how far I can jump
off the swings!

Katlyn dashes off.

GILLIAN
Katlyn, be careful sweety!

KATLYN
Okay!

Adrian and Gillian continue walking side by side.

GILLIAN
I'm so looking foward to when she
hits puberty.  I can't tell you how
much fun I'm expecting those years
to be.
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ADRIAN
I'll bet.  Fun for the whole family. 
Just imagine Alex's face when you
both get on the same cycle.

Gillian laughs and grabs Adrian's arm as they walk.  She
looks around.

GILLIAN
It's been so long since we've been
to this park.

ADRIAN
The Halloween before dad died.

Adrian's cell phone RINGS.  Adrian grabs the phone from his
pocket, dropping his brow as he fails to recognize the number.

ADRIAN
I think it's the hospital.  

(answering phone)
Hello?

They both stop walking.  Gillian stares at Katlyn swinging
and jumping off.  Her focus affixes itself on the giant rock
mound at the edge of the park.

FLASHBACK - HALLOWEEN, 12 YEARS AGO

The park is dimly lit as the sun sets.  Young Adrian in a
Spiderman suit, Alex in a Batman suit, and Gillian dressed
as Wonder Woman run wildly around as teenage Julian sits on
the large mound in his Robin suit, writing in a notebook.

Alex throws a powdery mudball at Aaron, breaking his
concentration.

TEEN AARON
Ow, you little jerk!  Can't you see
I'm busy?!

YOUNG ALEX
C'mon we have to stick together, dad
said.

TEEN AARON
Yeah, this park is so big, I can see
a bunch of no-brains like you getting
lost.

Gillian walks to up Aaron, swinging her golden lasso.  She
wraps it around Aaron.

YOUNG GILLIAN
I'm going to keep this wrapped around
you until you get over yourself and
pretend to be a human being with
loving siblings for once.
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Aaron grabs Gillian's lasso and pulls her towards him.

TEEN AARON
Oh really.

Aaron grabs Gillian's gold head band and places it on his
head.

YOUNG GILLIAN
Hey!

Aaron scurries off to the gym-set.

TEEN AARON
You want my attention.  Now you've
got it.

YOUNG ADRIAN
Give that back to her! 

The entire group runs after Aaron.

Just before the group reaches Aaron, John calls from the
edge of the park.  He holds out a camera as he approaches
the kids.

JOHN
Hey kids, quick picture!

The kids all pose around the end of the monkey bars.  Snout-
faced Aaron looks into the camera as he leans against the
base of the monkey bars.  Too cool to be with his family.

YOUNG GILLIAN
Mr. Lowell, Aaron has my Wonder Woman
tiara.

John laughs.

JOHN
Oh, well, let him have it.

John snaps the picture filling the small area with the white
of the camera flash.  Aaron returns to his notebook.

INT. REESE'S HOUSE - PRESENT DAY - DAY

Aaron is checking his fingernails, his cup and saucer sit
carefully on his knee.  Reese slowly stirs her tea, searching
for a way to initiate her story.  Aaron's voice startles the
woman deep in thought.

AARON
The tea's good Mrs. Hoffman.  Earl
Grey?

REESE
My husband's favorite.
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AARON
I also noticed your yard out there
has some beautiful gnomes.  Where
ever did you get them?

REESE
Oh, aren't they nice?  I found them
in a little town called Leavenworth
in Washington state.  It was the
last trip I took before my husband
died a few years ago.

ALEX
Of what?

REESE
Leukemia.  It was rough.  But he's
at peace now.

ALEX
I'm sorry.

REESE
Thank you.

Aaron sternly places his cup down on the table. 

AARON
Look, I'm not one to beat around the
bush with small talk.

Alex follows suit and places his cup and saucer on the table. 
Reese's expression drops.

ALEX
No, he's really not.

Reese sits quiet, awaiting Aaron's question, which he asks
flatly.

AARON
Why do you hate my mother?

Reese sets her cup down to her lap and places the spoon on
the saucer.

REESE
Pretty simple really.

Alex and Aaron lean forward, now on the edge of their seats. 
They hang off of every word.  Reese looks Aaron in the eye.

REESE
Your mother had an affair with my
husband.

Alex and Aaron drop their head down in shock.  Silence.
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Reese stares at her lap.  She fiddles with the spoon on the
saucer.

AARON
Is it bad if I say I'm not surprised?

ALEX
No.  Truth is, I'm not either.  If
dad found out, it would explain why
he was so enraged that day.  But I'm
sure there's more to it.

AARON
Is there, Mrs. Hoffman?

REESE
The affair lasted a good number of
years.  Right under all our noses.

AARON
(tilting his head)

I guess that could be what happened. 

Alex's cell phone RINGS.  He grabs it from his pocket.

INSERT - ALEX'S CELL PHONE

The caller ID reads: ADRIAN 505-434-3322

BACK TO SCENE

Noticing the name...

ALEX
It's Adrian.  Excuse me.

Reese and Aaron watch Alex carry on his phone conversation.

ALEX
Hello?

ADRIAN (V.O.)
Hey, good news.

ALEX
What is it?

ADRIAN (V.O.)
The hospital called.  Mom's up and
about.

Alex looks at Aaron with a shocked look on his face.

AARON
What is it?

Alex points at Aaron, signaling him to wait a moment.
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ALEX
That's great.  Has she been moved?

ADRIAN (V.O.)
Yeah, third floor recovery, room
308.  I'm not there yet, I'm out
with Gillian and Katlyn.  But I
thought I'd let you guys know since
you haven't come home yet.

ALEX
Okay, we'll meet you there.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
I'll be there a little later.  I let
Julian use my car to get dinner
groceries.  Where are you by the
way?

ALEX
At a friend's.  Look I have to run. 
I'll see you at the hospital.

ADRIAN (V.O.)
Alright.

Alex shuts his phone and looks at Aaron.

ALEX
I want to talk to mom before Adrian
gets there.

AARON
(nods)

I suppose we'd better.

Reese puts her cup on the table to remind them of her
presence.

REESE
I don't know if that's a good idea. 
I'm not completely heartless.  She's
only just recovered from a serious
injury.  You want to dump something
like this on her.

AARON
No time better than the present. 
Otherwise, YOU wouldn't have
approached us.

REESE
I don't know what you mean.

AARON
C'mon, Mrs. Hoffman.  

(MORE)
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AARON (CONT'D)
There could have been a number times,
other than seeing my mom unconscious
in a hospital bed, where you could
have told us about her extramarital
affairs.  Instead, you saw her at a
low point, and decided to kick a
woman while she was already knocked
out on the floor.

Reese's tone drops from the pleasant woman she was at the
beginning of the conversation to a more agitated and annoyed
one.

REESE
So, what?

AARON
So, I wouldn't blame you.  Considering
what she did.  But let's put all
coyness aside.

REESE
(pouty)

Fine.  Yes, I saw her in the bed,
thinking she would probably die before
she told any of you this.  And I
didn't want that.  Her sons deserve
to know what a callous bitch she is
before she dies.

ALEX
There's no need for name-calling at
this point.

AARON
No, no Alex, let her have her say. 
She's obviously kept this in for a
number of years.  Better she take it
out on us, than on mom in her
condition.

Alex gets up and grabs the keys out of his pocket.  Aaron
sits up, confused.

ALEX
We should leave now if we're going
to beat Adrian to the hospital. 
It's at least a forty-five minute
drive.

AARON
Right.

Aaron gets up and places his shades back on his face.  He
dusts off his pants and walks past the couch.
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AARON
Mrs. Hoffman, thank you for the tea.

REESE
It was nothing.

AARON
Look, we all should get together
again, say, when mom's out of the
hospital and well enough to confront
all this and put everything to rest.

Reese gets up and walks around the table to see the boys out
of the living room.

REESE
I think that's a good idea.

ALEX
Thanks again.

REESE
You're welcome.

Reese heads to the front door and opens it for the boys. 
She stands proud, her eyes brimming with hope for closure.

Alex walks out the door.

ALEX
Bye, Mrs. Hoffman.

REESE
Buh-bye.

Aaron walks out the door.  Reese stands for a moment, gazing
at the two brothers.  She takes a deep breath and slowly
closes the door.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - LATE EVENING

Gillian sits at the kitchen table fiddling with the food on
her plate.  Katlyn sits next to her singing to herself with
headphones in her ears, and Adrian's Mp3 player in her lap.

Julian stares at Gillian, not knowing what to say.  He sees
that she is lost in thought.

JULIAN
How are you liking the halibut?

Gillian snaps out of her daydream.  She again looks at her
plate realizing she hasn't touched it, forcing an obligatory
bite into her mouth to save face.

GILLIAN
It's good.  I know I've barely touched
it, but my mind is somewhere else.
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JULIAN
I can see that.  So...what island
and who with?

Gillian smiles and leans forward.

GILLIAN
Curacao.  And Eric Bana. 

Julian raises an eyebrow, impressed.  He places a forkful of
food in his mouth.

JULIAN
Good choice, Eric Bana.

Gillian proudly grins and nods in agreement. 

GILLIAN
I'm actually just wondering where
Alex is.  Not that he's one to call
when he decides to come home late.

JULIAN
Are you two, okay?

GILLIAN
As well as to be expected.  He just
doesn't talk to me much, and I wish
he did.

Gillian rolls her head and adjusts herself slightly forward
on the chair.

GILLIAN
I mean, I'm not one of those needy
women always dying for a endless
conversations with their husbands
about every feeling that runs through
their brains.

JULIAN
I didn't think you were.

GILLIAN
I can just tell there's a lot going
on in his head.  I sometimes think
it would be better if he just let
some of it out.  I don't want him to
explode.

JULIAN
Like his father did.

The observation stings.  It is the first truth she admits to
herself as she looks down at her plate.  Good untouched food.
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GILLIAN
I wish you would have been able to
meet him.  He was a good man.  I
remember once, he caught Aaron in
Maria's closet.  Aaron was trying on
some of her shoes.

JULIAN
What?

GILLIAN
Oh yes.  It was pretty hilarious.

Gillian continues to push around her uneaten food, while
Julian incessantly sips his wine.

JULIAN
Oh, that's fantastic.  And surprising. 
Aaron is usually so, ya know...butch. 
He gets very defensive if someone
calls him a heel-wearing Judy.

GILLIAN
Well, he grew out of it.  John talked
to Maria and said that he was going
to get a pair for Julian.

JULIAN
O god.

 

FLASHBACK - JOHN'S GESTURE TO AARON

Aaron is in the kitchen, deeply consumed with his school
work.

John walks in from behind and drops a brand new shoe box in
front of him.  Aaron curiously opens the box, inhaling the
newness of the shoes.  Removing the tissue, he discovers a
pair of open-toe high-heeled strappy sandals.  Picking one
up...

TEEN AARON
What the...?

John holds out an issue of Cosmopolitan magazine.  He is
sincere.

JOHN
Look, according to this magazine,
these kind of shoes are the only
ones that will give your big feet
justice.

Annoyed and deeply embarrassed, Aaron stands up and slams
his books closed.
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TEEN AARON
That's great dad.  Thanks.  I'm glad
you accept me as a gay son and all,
but couldn't you at least disapprove
of things like this, like a NORMAL
dad would?

JOHN
I'm sorry.  I just don't know how to
show you that I love you and that I
don't care who you are.

Aaron grabs his books and turns to storm off, announcing...

TEEN AARON
And you thought this would be a good
way?

Aaron walks out of sight.  John picks up the shoe and places
it in the box.  He lightly chuckles while he replaces the
lid on the shoe box.

Aaron returns to the kitchen.  John immediately stops smiling.

TEEN AARON
I will take the Cosmo though.

John hands the magazine to Aaron, who quickly turns and
scurries off to his room.

BACK TO SCENE 

Julian laughs as he places his glass down and leans on the 
table.

JULIAN
At least his dad tried, which is
more than I can say for mine.

GILLIAN
Well, Aaron does appreciate the fact
that he lucked out with a family
that doesn't care about his
orientation.  Of course, he'll never
say that out loud.  As vocal as the
men are in this family, they have
serious problems vocalizing what's
on the inside.

Julian raises his wine glass.

JULIAN
Ain't that the truth.

As Julian sips the wine, the front door SLAMS.  Julian turns
behind him, placing the glass down on the table.
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JULIAN
I think they're back.

Katlyn takes off the head phones and rises from her chair.

Alex and Aaron stoically march into the kitchen, each taking
a stance near the counter and stove.

KATLYN
Hi daddy!

Katlyn runs and hugs Alex around his hip.  He bends over and
picks Katlyn up.

ALEX
Hi sweety.  How as your day?

KATLYN
Great.  Adrian lent me his Mp3 player
to learn some songs.  He thinks I
have enough talent to be the next
Mariah.

Alex smiles and brushes Katlyn's hair from her face to behind
her ear.

ALEX
You can be anything you want to be. 
But --

Alex kisses her cheek and places her down.  With purpose, he
kneels down to her level to speak.

ALEX
Right now, I need you to head upstairs
and practice.  I have some grown-up
things to talk to the family about.

Katlyn doesn't argue.  She simply kisses her father on the
cheek and places her hand in the same spot.

KATLYN
I understand, daddy.  I hope
everything gets better.

ALEX
Thank you sweety.  I hope so too. 
Now run along.

Katlyn runs to the table to retrieve the Mp3 player as
everyone watches her exit.

Gillian curiously walks over to Alex and Aaron.

GILLIAN
What's going on?
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ALEX
Let's just say we've had quite the
informative day.

Aaron huffs. 

AARON
That's putting it lightly.

Julian quietly walks up to the counter and sits in one of
the counter stools.

Gillian eyeballs both Alex and Aaron, looking for what could
possibly be so important.

GILLIAN
So, what is it?

Aaron quickly steps forward. 

AARON
Let me.  It seems as though that
mother of ours led quite the double
life before our dad died.

Gillian scrunches her face in confusion.

GILLIAN
Meaning...?

ALEX
Wait.  Where's Adrian?

GILLIAN
I don't know.  I thought he was at
the hospital with you two.  He left
here about two hours ago.

AARON
We never saw him, and he said he'd
meet us there.

GILLIAN
Ok, so nevermind that.  What did
your mother say?  Is she well?

Alex looks at Aaron who stares right back, silently
acknowledging their story must be told.  Alex drops his head.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - EARLY EVENING

Alex and Adrian walk into the recovery room in which Maria
has been placed.  Alex's weak push on the door leaves it
slightly open.

Maria is upright in her bed.  Various tubes and life-monitoring
wires protrude from her arms and chest.  Her head is
appropriately wrapped in a bandage.  
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She smiles as her sons walk in.  Her demeanor is coldly
Macbethian.

MARIA
You boys didn't have to stop
everything to see me.

Aaron steadfastly walks to the side of the bed as Alex takes
counterpoint on the opposite side.  Aaron is quick and bitter. 

AARON
Yes, mother dearest, we sure did. 
Are you comfortable?  Can we get you
anything?  Pillow?  Gin?  A wire
hanger?

Maria forces a smile and a slight chuckle.

MARIA
Don't be such a drama queen, Aaron.

AARON
Dramatic yes, but I'll save the ice
queen title for you.

Alex glares at Aaron, rubbing his hand through is hair.

ALEX
Fuck Aaron!  Don't you ever shut the
fuck up?

Maria taps Alex's hand. 

MARIA
It's okay Alex.  I raised him to do
what he does best.  In this case
it's overrun that big trap of his.

AARON
(snarkly)

Thank you mother.

Alex grabs his mother's hand, a sign of a little more
sincerity than Aaron is capable of producing.

ALEX
How are you feeling?

MARIA
Like my head was squeezed through a
sausage pump.

ALEX
Meds?

MARIA
Codeine.
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AARON
Good stuff.

MARIA
Where's Adrian?

ALEX
He said he'd meet us here.  But, I'm
glad he didn't get here before us.

MARIA
Why? 

Alex releases his grip from Maria's hand.  He nervously turns
and sits on the edge of the bed.  He exhales.

ALEX
Look, mom.  We actually have something
serious to ask you before he gets
here.

Maria folds her arms and closes tighter the opening of her
nightgown, a defensive stance as she is preparing for a round
of serious questions.

MARIA
Is it about Adrian?

ALEX
No.  

(point blank)
It's about Reese Hoffman.

Maria quickly turns to Alex, her eyes wide with surprise. 
She works out in her head what exactly they could know at
this point, inspecting the cleanliness of her fingernails.

MARIA
No need to ask.  I think I know what
you're curious about.

ALEX
Do you?

MARIA
Yes, I do.  I take it you've seen
her?

AARON
We've just come from her house.

MARIA
Then I'm sure she's told you about
my indiscretions.

AARON
You could say that.
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Maria maintains her upright, ladylike stature.  Her tone is
less defiant, and more revelatory.  She avoids eye contact.

MARIA
You would have found out sooner or
later.  I was trying to build enough
courage to face all of you.  The
scary part is there's more to it
than even Reese knows.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - EARLY EVENING

Adrian is walking down the third floor passageway with flowers
in hand.  From the distance, he spots Maria's room.  Walking
towards it, he passes the nurse's call station.

A NURSE is reading a book at the desk.  She looks up as Adrian
passes by.  She quickly rises when Adrian fails to check in.

NURSE #5
Excuse me.

Adrian stops, turns and walks up to the desk.

ADRIAN
Yes ma'am?

The nurse picks up a clipboard and places it down in front
of him.

NURSE #5
You have to sign in before visiting
loved ones on this floor.

ADRIAN
Oh, ok. I'm sorry.

Adrian signs in the log and hands it back to the nurse. 
Upon review, she smiles at Adrian, placing the clipboard on
the desk.

NURSE #5
Thank you, Mr. Lowell.  Go on ahead.

ADRIAN
Thanks.

Adrian proceeds straight ahead to Maria's room.  He notices
the door slightly open.  Through the crack he spots Alex
sitting on the edge of the bed.  Curious, he steps slowly to
the opening of the door and listens in on their current
conversation.

ALEX (O.S.)
I just don't understand mom, why
would you do it?
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MARIA (O.S.)
Because I was stupid.  When I was
with your father, with you boys, I
foolishly felt...hollow.

AARON (O.S.)
So for over a decade you slept with
this man who wasn't our father?

MARIA (O.S.)
Does he have to keep asking that?

ALEX (O.S.)
How are we going to tell Adrian?

Adrian looks away from the door.  He looks at the duty nurse
who is completely submerged in her book.  He moves his ear
closer to the door.

INSIDE THE ROOM

Alex remains in his position as Aaron has pulled up a chair
and sits, leaning on the bed. 

MARIA
I don't think we should.  He's going
through enough as it is.

ALEX
What do you mean by that?

MARIA
(quick correction)

Nothing, I just don't think he has
to know at the moment.

AARON
Are you fucking kidding me, mom? 
Adrian has a right to know who is
real father is.

OUTSIDE THE ROOM

Adrian's eyes widen with Aaron's exclamation, dropping the
flowers on the floor.  

ADRIAN
What the...?

Adrian presses nonchalantly against the door as much as he
can to get full volume of the rest of the conversation.

INSIDE THE ROOM

MARIA
So how did you find out about Reese?
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AARON
She approached us this morning while
we were visiting you in the ICU room
on the second floor.

MARIA
Does she still live in Las Cruces?

AARON
On Pine street.

Maria's face contorts to show a look of disgust.

MARIA
With those hideous garden gnomes?

AARON
In all their gleefully judgmental
glory.

Maria stares forward, talking blankly. 

MARIA
I bought one of them for her.  It
was such an effort trying to keep
that thing still in the passenger
side of the car as I drove it to her
house.  I figured his overly happy
face staring at me was a sort of
torture for me having bought it out
of guilt.

Aaron analyzes his mother's straight-forward stare.  Crouching
forward, Alex nervously runs his hands through his hair.

ALEX
I'm still wondering how we're going
to tell Adrian.

MARIA
He's suppose to stop by here isn't
he?

AARON
Suppose to.  I don't know where the
hell he is.

MARIA
I'll tell him when he gets here. 
It's time he knew the truth.

A slight BANG against the door prompts all three of them to
turn their heads.  They watch as it seemingly opens a little
more on its own.

Alex curiously gets up and walks towards the door. 
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OUTSIDE OF THE ROOM - SECONDS BEFORE

Adrian's full body lay within the crack of the open door. 
His head and neck lay outstretched towards the opening
struggling to hear what's being said.

He shakes and quivers in disbelief.  His eyes water.  One
final stretch towards the door causes him to slip and softly
hit against the door.

Frightened, he picks up the flowers from the floor and quietly
sprints down the hall, passing the nurse's station.  The
nurse remains obliviously lost in her book.

The door opens to reveal an inquisitive Alex, finding nothing. 
He peeks his head out and looks at both ends of the
passageway.

MARIA
Is there someone there?

ALEX
Nope, no one.

Alex shuts the door.

EXT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS

Adrian, still sprinting, hastily gets into his car.  He sits
to catch his breath before breaking down completely.  He
takes the flowers in his hands and pounds them furiously in
the passenger seat, petals scatter everywhere.

Adrian leans arms over head onto the driver's wheel,
completely succumbing to his loud sobs.  Sitting up with an
extremely tight grip on the wheel, he stares at the hospital
building.

EXT. REESE'S HOUSE - EVENING

The front door opens as Reese peers out to see who is banging
on the door.

Adrian stops pounding as the door opens.  He struggles to
find the strength to stand still, but still manages to stare
Reese in the eye.

ADRIAN
Are you Mrs. Hoffman?

REESE
Yes.  Who are you?

ADRIAN
Adrian Lowell, Maria's son.  May I
come in?
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Adrian huffs at the mere sound of him saying that.  Reese
immediately opens the door.

REESE
Yes, please do.

Reese steps aside holding the door open to invite him in. 
Adrian rushes past her and immediately heads towards the
living room.

Reese closes the door and follows him into the living room.

Adrian walks to the fireplace mantle and peers at the
portraits posted on the wall above the mini-porcelain figurine
display.

ADRIAN
I'm sorry I'm a bit winded, I'm not
well.

Reese, approaches him, concerned.

REESE
I'm sorry to hear that.  Would you
like me to fix you something?  Tea,
perhaps?

Adrian chortles at the sound of tea.

ADRIAN
No, thank you. 

He points to a studio portrait of Hank Hoffman and Reese,
less the gray hair, above the mantle.

ADRIAN
Is that my father?

Reese is thrown.  Her face and body are frozen, confused.

REESE
(slowly)

No.  That's my husband.

Adrian violently pushes aside the porcelain figurines.

ADRIAN
NO! 

Reese is startled.  The glass figurines SHATTER as they CRASH
to the ground.

Adrian turns towards the mantle.  He sternly converses while
is head is dropped and his fists are clenched on the mantle.

ADRIAN
I heard them talking at the hospital.  

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (CONT'D)
My mother said it.  They didn't know
I was listening.  She admitted that
I was child born from her affair
with this man.

Adrian turns and faces Reese, pointing at the portrait of
them together.  Reese is still frozen.  Immediately her eyes
water and lips quiver.  Her breathing becomes as erratic as
Adrian's.  She tries to speak through her crescendoing sobs.

REESE
I didn't know.  I never knew about
this.

ADRIAN
Well.  Now you do.  So where is he?

REESE
I'm sorry, Adrian.

ADRIAN
WHERE IS HE?!

REESE
He's dead! 

Reese sobs uncontrollably.  She nearly falls, but catches
herself on the back of the couch.  She leans against it.

Adrian becomes a statue.  He looks up at the picture as tears
fall.  Portrait of a father he'll never know.

ADRIAN
How?

Reese is suddenly quiet.  She wipes her face and nose.

REESE
Cancer.  Leukemia.  It was a bout
six years ago.

Adrian turns and apologetically faces her.

ADRIAN
I'm sorry. 

REESE
Please.  Won't you sit down?

ADRIAN
I can't, I don't have time.  Do you
have a picture of him that I could
have?

Reese wipes her eyes and thinks.  She quickly moves towards
the bookcase past Adrian and the fireplace.
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REESE
Yes, I do.

She bends over and pulls out a photo album.  She flips through
the pages and stops.  She sobs as she lifts the plastic and
pulls out the picture.  She stares at it, wiping it off as
she turns to Adrian.

INSERT - REESE'S PICTURE

Hank and Reese embrace each other in the outside sun.  Hank
is looking into the camera while Reese's smile is closed and
huge, keeping her eyes shut.

BACK TO SCENE

Reese holds the picture close to her heart.

REESE
This was taken a few months before
Hank was diagnosed.  He surprised me
at work with a basket lunch and we
went out to the park near the high
school he taught at.

Adrian wipes sweat off his forehead.  His breathing remains
forced, but he is calm.

ADRIAN
What did he teach?

REESE
11th grade English.

Reese hands the picture to Adrian, who stares at it for a
moment.

FLASHBACK - HALLOWEEN PARTY, 12 YEARS AGO

Maria in a 1960s gogo-girl costume complete with bouffant
hair, a matching headband, and a martini opens the front
door to find a Royal Arthurianly-dressed HANK HOFFMAN and
Reese.  The house is abuzz with costumed party-goers and
LOUD MUSIC.

MARIA
Now those are fantastic costumes. 
Come in, come in.

Reese and Hank both walk in and look around at the festively
decorated house. 

REESE
Thank you.  We got them at that fun
store across the mall from ours.
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MARIA
Fabulous.  Well the drinks are in
there, and the food is in there. 
Hank, you behave yourself now.

HANK
Oh, I will.  

(looking around)
Where's John?

MARIA
(sipping martini)

Cooking in the kitchen, like a good
housewife. 

They all laugh.  Hank gives Maria a wink before kissing Reese
on the cheek.  Maria flirtingly averts her eyes.

HANK
I'll get us some drinks.

REESE
Oh, good.  Nothing strong. 

As Hank heads into the living room, he spots Young Adrian
sitting at the foot of the stairs in his Spiderman costume,
eating candy out of his pumpkin basket.  

The two make eye contact.  Adrian smiles and waves.  Hank
returns the smile before walking off.

BACK TO SCENE

Adrian drops his hand and faces Reese.  He hugs her.  In
their embrace he whispers in her ear...

ADRIAN
It's hard.  I know.  But everything
will be resolved soon, I promise.

Reese looks around dumbfounded.  Where she was still, she
succumbs to Adrian's embrace as her tears run down to his
shoulder.  She finally gently pulls herself away from him.

ADRIAN
Have a good evening, Mrs. Hoffman.

Adrian turns around and walks away from her.  The world moves
slowly.  His expression is fierce as he makes his way through
the living room.

MARIA (V.O.)
You boys are strangely tolerant with
me considering what I've done to
this family.
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ALEX (V.O.)
We're just that, a family.  We had
been separated for so long under one
roof, the only thing this information
does is fill in the blanks as to
why.

Adrian forcefully opens the front door and walks out.

EXT. REESE'S HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Adrian is still carefully placing each step towards the car. 
He looks at the picture in his hand before placing it in his
back pocket. 

MARIA (V.O.)
I'm sorry I wasn't a better mother,
and that we couldn't be a closer
family.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - CONTINUOUS

Alex and Aaron still remain at opposite sides of Maria's
bed.  They sit in chairs and lean over, hands clasped, as if
they are praying before a shrine.

AARON
Oh mother, it's not your fault.

Alex and Maria quickly throw questioning glares to Aaron.

AARON
Ok, it kind of is.  But...

(sighs)
Shit.  It's our fault too.  We all
just grew up as individuals, not
needing each other.  But in a
situation such as this, we do.

MARIA
He's right.  But you must go home
now.  If Adrian doesn't stop by here,
you'll have to be the ones to tell
him everything.  And be careful with
him...

Maria caresses the side of Alex's face, as if to say he is
the one chosen for the task she has laid before them.

MARIA
...He's so fragile.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - NIGHT

Adrian enters, flustered, and SLAMS the door behind him.  He
leans hard against the door and looks up at the ceiling.  He
is deteriorating.
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He looks at the picture in his hand in angst. He furiously
crumples that once happy moment captured on Kodak paper and
throws it across the room.

Adrian takes off his jacket and crumples it in a ball.  He
erratically paces the diameter of his room, placing the jacket
and his hands upon his head.

FLASHBACK - JOHN AND YOUNG ADRIAN - 12 YEARS AGO

Young Adrian lays sprawled out on his bed with a half-read
comic book on his chest.  John Lowell sits at the edge of
the bed, looking lovingly at his son.

YOUNG ADRIAN
Daddy?

JOHN
Yes, Adrian.

YOUNG ADRIAN
Ford told me that Aaron's a fag
because he was wearing mommy's shoes.

John's loving expression drops out of concern.  He grabs the
comic book and places it on the nightstand.

JOHN
C'mere.

Adrian sits up as John grabs him and places him on his lap. 
Adrian innocently looks down at the floor in front of him.

JOHN
First of all, what goes on in this
house is no one else's business.  Do
you understand me?

Adrian nods.

JOHN
Now.  Do you know what it is to be a
"fag"?

YOUNG ADRIAN
Is that where a boy kisses another
boy?

John nods and purses his lips in agreement.

JOHN
More or less.  See, people like
different things.  When it comes to
love, their hearts guide them to the
person they feel completes them.

Adrian leans his head on John's shoulder.
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JOHN
For some people, like Aaron, that
quality is found in a person who is
of the same sex.

John grabs Adrian and places him on the bed.  He kneels down
and looks him straight in the eye.  He grabs Adrian's hand
as a father would his son when giving him advice.

JOHN
Now, just because Aaron is a boy who
likes other boys, doesn't make him
any different than anyone else.  Do
you understand me?

Adrian looks at his father and smiles.

YOUNG ADRIAN
Of course, daddy.

JOHN
That a boy.  

BACK TO SCENE

Adrian, sitting on the bed snaps out of a gaze to find Julian
peeking in the door.

JULIAN
Are you okay?

Adrian avoids eye contact.

ADRIAN
What the hell do you want?

Julian fully enters the room, closing the door behind him.

JULIAN
Look, I know I'm not a member of
this family, so my opinion doesn't
mean much.  But I thought I'd tell
you a few things as an outsider.

ADRIAN
Like what?

Julian sits next to Adrian on the edge of the bed.

JULIAN
You have a good family and they love
you very much.

Adrian glares at Julian, running his hand through his hair,
and clenching his hands.
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ADRIAN
Looking out for my best interests,
I'm sure.

Adrian gets an idea and smiles.  He turns slightly to face
Julian.

ADRIAN
And you are to, I suppose.

JULIAN
Of course.  I think you're a great
guy.

ADRIAN
Really, you think so?

Adrian scoots closer to Julian.  His face displays a
mischievous expression.  Julian examines him trying to make
out what exactly his intentions are.

JULIAN
Are you okay, for real?  You look so
exhausted.

Julian reaches over and rubs his hand along Adrian's forehead. 
Adrian enjoys the caress before gently grabbing Julian's
hand.  Adrian surprisingly moves forward, planting a deep
kiss upon Julian's lips.

Julian succumbs for a moment before mustering the strength
to push Adrian away.  Julian gasps.

ADRIAN
(precisely harsh)

Aw, not good enough?  Does Aaron do
it better?

Julian gets up, with his hand on his lips, and walks to the
dresser. He turns to face Adrian.

JULIAN
Is that where all this tension is
coming from?

ADRIAN
What, me being a fag like my brother?

JULIAN
In not so derogatory a phrasing,
but...yeah.

ADRIAN
You have no idea what's going on in
my head.
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JULIAN
Obviously not.  But whatever it is,
you don't have to go through it alone. 
Everyone here loves you.

Adrian rolls his eyes and grips the edge of the bed in fervor.

ADRIAN
(to himself)

I am the baby of the family.

JULIAN
What?

Adrian tersely faces Julian.

ADRIAN
I've never had sex.  Did you know
that?  I'm a fucking virgin.  Funny
for someone who grew up too soon.

Julian doesn't know how to respond, standing silently.  He
runs his hand along the dresser, still staring at Adrian.

ADRIAN
Nope, nothing for me.  Not even a
kiss.

(snickers)
Well, until now.  Thanks for giving
me a brief glimpse into what I missed
out on in this world.

Julian reads Adrian's face and cautiously steps forward.

JULIAN
Look, if you're planning on doing
anything stupid...

ADRIAN
Spare me, Jack...go back downstairs
to Ennis and leave me the fuck alone.

JULIAN
Please.  At least consider what would
happen to everyone if you did
something foolish.

ADRIAN
What, like kill myself!?  GET THE
FUCK OUT! 

Julian turns and slowly marches to the door.  Once there, he
turns to Adrian, defeated.  Adrian huffs at Julian's look of
pity.  Julian smiles at Adrian before stepping out.  The
door closes.

Alone once again, Adrian takes off his mask and allows himself
to fall apart.  
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A wave of dysphoria overcomes him as he struggles to remain
balanced on the bed.  He gags and rushes to the bathroom.

He makes his way to the toilet, desperately lifting the seat
to vomit.  Once finished, he wipes his mouth on his arm,
telling himself through violent coughing...

ADRIAN
I can't live like this.

He grabs the sink and musters the strength to lift himself
up.  He turns on the faucet and douses his face and mouth
with water.  Upon turning off the water, he looks up at the
mirror and examines the pale reflection of the man he once
was.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - MOMENTS BEFORE

Gillian and Julian sit on the stools.  Their wide eyes, half
opened mouths and silence reflect the typical reaction of
two people who have just been informed of great news.  

Aaron and Alex stand opposite them on the other side of the
counter.  Gillian blinks and shakes her head, determined to
be the first to break the silence.

GILLIAN
I can't begin to imagine what to
say.

Aaron and Alex look at each other, shrugging in agreement.

JULIAN
That is a peculiar situation.

GILLIAN
And you met this woman?

AARON
Had tea, broke bread with her and
everything.

GILLIAN
(sarcastic)

That's nice.  
(concerned)

So, Maria just accepted that you
went to see her and didn't deny
anything?

ALEX
She said it was time everyone found
out.

GILLIAN
So how do you feel about all this? 
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ALEX
I don't know.  Between struggling
with absorbing this crap all day,
and the apathy between me and my
mother for the last 12 years, I just
didn't have the energy to make a big
fuss over it.

AARON
Yeah, I feel the same way.  I've
loved and hated our mother since
before dad died.

GILLIAN
Why?

AARON
For obvious reasons.  She was never
there -- and now we know why -- and
when she WAS here, she loved the
martinis more than she loved us.

AARON
You guys didn't see most of that,
but I did.

ALEX
I saw some.  I never cared, I was
too busy at school, and trying to
get in Gillian's pants.

Gillian smiles, but retreats into her confusion over the
information by sighing and folding her arms.

AARON
Well, she tried living her life like
a Shakespearean Queen, ignoring the
family and making appearances to
please people.  The gay man in me
respected her for it.  But as a son,
I -- hated her for it.

GILLIAN
I can't imagine how Adrian will take
the news.

Out of nowhere...

ADRIAN
Perhaps I'll just snap and kill
everyone except for Katlyn and wait
until she grows up and some
unsuspecting sorority acquires this
house and I'll off her during her
pledge week.

They all turn to Adrian, caught off guard.
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GILLIAN
Adrian?

ADRIAN
(ignoring Gillian)

Well, that's if I were cool...and
completely fucked up.  As it were,
I'm just a bastard son.

All are facing Adrian.  Adrian looks around the kitchen pacing
back and forth.  He occasionally stumbles, never fully falling
down.  He holds something in his right hand.

AARON
Do you know --

ADRIAN
Everything?  Yes, unfortunately I do
have eyes and ears.

ALEX
How?

ADRIAN
Just a little eavesdropping at the
hospital.  And I have to tell you,
the conversation I overheard should
give Aaron plenty of fodder for his
next script.  

Aaron looks at Julian, who sympathetically raises his eyebrows
in agreement.  

Adrian walks over to the sink.  His morose look is drenched
in sweat.  Another dizzy spell overcomes him as he grips the
sink tightly to remain balanced.

Everyone is quiet.  Gillian walks over to Adrian, who has
his head down and his eyes closed.  She places her hand on
his shoulder. 

GILLIAN
Adrian, you shouldn't have found out
that way.

Adrian shakes his head and jerks himself away from Gillian's
warm gesture.  

ADRIAN
It doesn't fucking matter?!  I know
now.  

(evil grin)
Though I have to admit I am taking
the news better than Reese Hoffman.

AARON
You saw her?  I mean, you were
actually  inside --
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ADRIAN
The bitch's house?!  Yeah!

Aaron walks away from the group and slowly, but steadily
makes his way to the breakfast table.  He puts his hands
frustratingly at his temples.

ADRIAN
And those fucking garden gnomes! 

Adrian turns to face everyone.

ADRIAN
Why do they have to look so fucking
happy?!

ADRIAN
For once I'd like to see a gnome,
just flipping you off, smoking a
blunt, mooning you, or doing something
in a way that says they are as fucking
pissed off as I am that my real father
was married to a woman like that!

Aaron rolls his eyes in agreement with Adrian's tangeant.

AARON
Can't really argue with that.

ADRIAN
Or that my own fucking MOTHER, never
ONCE thought to tell me who the fuck
I was.  I mean, it was the least she
could do.  I was the only one who
stayed behind!  Who took care of her
when she was sad about da--

Adrian cuts off and corrects himself with a deep sigh.

ADRIAN
That man she told me was my father. 
You guys didn't give a shit!  You
all left to start your own lives and
families.  But how the fuck do you
plan on succeeding in those if you
can't face the one you started off
with?

Aaron and Alex look at each other.  The comment strikes hard
as Alex sighs and turns to apologetically face Gillian. 
Gillian acknowledges her husband's look and turns to Adrian. 

Gillian steps forward, but Adrian steps back.  He's not
letting anyone in as he steadies his wayward balance on the
backs of the chairs, placing one in front of him as a sort
of barrier.  Gillian examines Adrian's demeanor and unsteady
appearance.
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GILLIAN
Adrian, you look sick.  Please sit
down, you're scaring me.

Adrian snorts at Gillian, defiant.

ADRIAN
Sick?  Please, you have no fucking
idea.

GILLIAN
What's that suppose to mean?

ADRIAN
It doesn't fucking matter!  The only
thing that matters is this!

Adrian holds up Hank's picture, showing it to everyone in
the room.

Gillian moves closer to face Adrian and inspect the picture.

GILLIAN
Is that him?

Adrian jerks the picture away, annoyed. 

ADRIAN
No, it's the fucking President. 
What do you think?!

Gillian's sincerity immediately drops and is replaced by an
equal level of annoyance.  She points her finger at Adrian.

GILLIAN
Look you little asshole.  You might
be going through some deep shit, so
I'll let some things slide.  But
don't overstep it because I will
fucking slap the shit out of you,
and you know I will.

ADRIAN
So just do it bitch!

Adrian picks up the chair in front of him and forcibly tosses
it aside.  It SHATTERS upon landing.  Gillian stands scared,
but momentarily defiant, as her fists clench.

But a good look at Adrian, sweating and heavily breathing
prompts Gillian to drop her head.  She realizes she doesn't
have the strength to hit someone who is obviously melting
down.  She releases her fists.

Adrian stumbles as he steps forward, content with his
defiance, still breathing hard.
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ADRIAN
That's what I thought.

Gillian looks Adrian in the eye.  They water as she holds
her stare.  

Through his heavy breaths, Adrian stares back.  His angry
look contorts after a moment in Gillian's mournful gaze. 
His face grasps the remorse to which his expression
transgresses.

ADRIAN
(whispered)

I'm sorry.

Adrian rushes out.  Aaron steps to follow or stop him, but
Alex holds him back.

AARON
Adrian!

ALEX
Just let him go.  He needs to be
alone right now.

Gillian is alone.  Arms folded, she stares at the spot, Adrian
angrily occupied during their argument.  

She slowly steps to the back door and walks out.  Alex sees
her walking out and takes a small unattempting step.

ALEX
Gillian?

The door SLAMS.

ALEX
Fuck.

JULIAN
I hope Adrian will be okay.

AARON
Me too.

Aaron faces Alex and slowly approaches him.  Alex is braced
forward against the sink, attempting to gather his thoughts.

AARON
You think he's right about us?

Alex quickly responds, immediately knowing what Aaron is
talking about.

ALEX
Yes.
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JULIAN
It's not so much the relationship
part.

Julian walks up to Aaron and grabs his hands.

JULIAN
You're very attentive to me, but
that's where it ends.

Aaron winces at Julian as Alex turns around to listen. 

JULIAN
You guys love to go off on these
random tangeants, but keep everything
else inside.  Especially when it
comes to the subject of this family
and growing up.

AARON
Well, obviously you see what kind of
shit we had to deal with growing up. 
You think I want to dump that on
anyone?  I'm sorry, but I don't want
to do that, not unless the other
person pisses me off.

JULIAN
Ok, but that detachment from your
family followed you into adulthood. 
I'm the first guy you've had live
with you, though you dated your ex
Caleb for five years.  And even then,
the communication is close to
nonexistent.

AARON
What are you talking about?  I tell
you things. 

JULIAN
Oh sure, you talk about work, and
sex.  But any and all ideas about
home and family go out the fucking
window.

Alex watches Julian as he confronts Aaron.  Julian turns his
attention to Alex. 

JULIAN
And you, you have all this stuff
going on in your head, but you keep
it bottled up and don't talk to your
wife.  She doesn't want you to tell
her everything, but she does fear if
you don't let some of it out, you'll
explode.
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ALEX
I know, it's just after dad died, I
depended on myself.  Gillian was
there, but...nevermind.

AARON
I think that was it for me.  I mean,
I grew up as the gay son no one
related to.  For me, it was just me.

JULIAN
Well, it isn't anymore.

Julian grips Aaron's hand tighter.  Aaron soaks in what Julian
has said by closing his eyes and lovingly pressing his
forehead against Julian's.

AARON
(whispered)

I know.

Julian breaks away for a moment to address Alex. 

JULIAN
You should go talk to your wife.

Alex nods and slowly walks to the kitchen door.

ALEX
Thanks Julian.

Julian smiles.  Alex walks out the door as Julian turns his
attention back to Aaron.

AARON
I knew there was a reason I chose
you.

JULIAN
I'm glad you brought me here.  I
know things are tense, but they'll
get better.

Aaron smiles and kisses Julian.  Once out of their embrace
Julian moves towards the dining room entrance.

AARON
Where are you going?

JULIAN
I don't know.  I think I'll try
talking to your brother.  Maybe an
outsider's perspective is what Adrian
needs at the moment.

AARON
Ok. Just be careful, and don't push
him.
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JULIAN
I won't.

Julian turns and walks into the dining room.  Aaron stops
him, walking to the entrance and leaning against the wall.

AARON
Hey.

JULIAN
What?

AARON
I love you.

Julian smiles.

JULIAN
I love you too.

Julian turns and walks out of the room and goes up stairs.

Aaron takes a look around the kitchen, stopping at the back
door.  He stares at it with wonder.

EXT. LOWELL HOUSE - NIGHT

On the kitchen porch, Gillian sits at the top of the steps
that lead down to the back yard.  Alex walks out and closes
the door.  Gillian turns and looks at him.  Saying nothing,
she returns her focus to the yard.

Alex looks at his wife, then at the yard.  Its beauty shines
in the moonlight.  The grass is well-kept and the flowers
that trace the contours of the yard bloom under the star-
filled sky.

The swing set is the only thing that speaks of age, with its
slightly rusted bolts.  The swings dangle in a light breeze
from dull, but shiny chains, the glimmer of which catches
Gillian's attention.

ALEX
I think it was when I finished school
I really started recalculating what
exactly happened in our lives.

Gillian doesn't move.  Alex slowly approaches.

ALEX
I had been offered a full time job
from that internship at the studio. 
I walked into my empty office and
sat on the desk.  All I kept thinking
was, I didn't deserve any of this. 
That, we got away with murder, so to
speak.
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Alex sits down next to Gillian who looks at her husband.  As
they look at each other, Alex brushes a stray lock of hair
from her face and places it behind her ear.

ALEX
I hated that we turned out so well
from a teenage pregnancy when so

ALEX
many others suffer greatly for it. 
I hated that as a person, I was so
alone in my family that I ended up
depending on someone else's to get
by as we both tried to simultaneously
live our dreams and raise a child.  

GILLIAN
I wasn't just someone.  We were family
before we got married.  Before that
last night in the band room.

ALEX
I know.  This is what has been eating
at me for years.  I just didn't know
how to tell my wife that everytime I
look at our child, I see her not as
our daughter, but as a mistake.

GILLIAN
Don't you think I might have been
feeling the same way?

Alex smiles at Gillian's frank response.

ALEX
Were you?

GILLIAN
At first.  But I see her now, and I
hate myself for ever having those
feelings to begin with. 

Gillian returns her attention to the yard.  She nervously
rubs her hands together.

ALEX
I love you Gillian.  I love our
daughter.

Gillian smiles as she scoots closer and sits in Alex's arms. 
Alex lovingly holds his wife.

GILLIAN
I know.  I love you too.

The two sit and get lost in the sea of stars above them.
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ALEX
Nice night.

GILLIAN
It is.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - NIGHT

Aaron sits at the breakfast table flipping through pages of
Cosmopolitan magazine, leaning back in his chair.

Julian walks out of Adrian's bedroom.  He pauses, holding
the door knob.  He looks at the door.  Scratching his head,
he wearily makes his way down the hall, down the stairs.

Once in the kitchen, Aaron takes notice and drops the magazine
to his lap.

AARON
How'd it go?

JULIAN
I don't know.

Julian walks to the kitchen door, on a mission.

JULIAN
They still out there?

AARON
Yeah.

Julian opens the door and walks out as Aaron rises out of
his chair, intrigued.

EXT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Julian closes the door.  Alex and Gillian both turn to see
who is behind them.  Alex remains fixed on Julian, who appears
genuinely concerned about something.

ALEX
What's up?

Julian walks down the steps and turns to face Alex and
Gillian, who both sit up, interested.

JULIAN
Well, I was just talking to Adrian.

GILLIAN
Really?  What did he say?

INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Adrian looks into the mirror while he wipes off the excess
liquid dripping from his face.  He is desperate.
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JULIAN (V.O.)
It wasn't what he said.  It was the
vibe.  I don't know, I think he might
do something.

EXT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Gillian smiles to calm Julian's weariness.

GILLIAN
That's just Adrian.  He's always had
a flare for the dramatic, more so
than Aaron.  One of those things
that makes him the least likely person
to be in ROTC.

(rolls eyes)
I'll never get over that, let me
tell you.

Alex chuckles.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

After ruffling through the top drawer, Adrian pulls out his
Gerber tool.  He takes it out of the case and opens it,
pulling out the knife tool from the multifaceted instrument.

ALEX (V.O.)
Me either.  Adrian is very stubborn
and has never been one for subtlety.

He pauses for a moment and stares closely at the blade of
the knife.

ALEX (V.O.)
It's always been his way.  I think
it's some sort of youngest child
creed.

EXT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Julian places one foot on the steps, still maintaining his
ground of concern. 

JULIAN
I can't say I know him well enough
to agree with you.  I'm just going
by my own instinct.

Gillian stands up and stretches.

GILLIAN
Okay okay.  I'll mosy on up there. 
See if he'll talk without tossing
furniture.
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ALEX
Alright.  Just call down if you want
us in there with you.  We'll just
dogpile him until he gets over
everything.

Gillian smiles and runs her fingers through Alex's hair.

GILLIAN
Because that worked so well when we
were kids?

Alex shrugs and looks at Julian. 

ALEX
You never know.

GILLIAN
Uh-huh.  I'll be back.

Gillian bends over and kisses Alex.  She walks into the
kitchen as Julian sits on the steps next to Alex.  They sit
in silence.  Julian looks around and then up at the sky.

JULIAN
Nice night.

ALEX
It is.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Gillian walks in the kitchen and notices Aaron quickly rise
from his seat, dropping his magazine.

AARON
What did Julian say?

GILLIAN
Oh, just that I should probably be
the one to talk to Adrian.

Relieved, Aaron sits down and opens his magazine.

AARON
Oh, okay.  

(raises eyebrow)
Good luck with that. 

Gillian sarcastically nods as she walks to the cupboard and
pulls out a glass.  She fills it with ice and water from the
refrigerator

Gillian heads back to the fridge and pulls out a fresh lemon. 
She walks over to the cutlery holder and pulls out a small
steak knife.
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INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Adrian tosses the blade he used to carve along his arms. 
The blade lands in the bathroom in front of the tub and spins
ever so slightly.  As it comes to a stop, the gerber tool
drips Adrian's blood from the edges of the blade.

Small spatters of blood trace the path of the blade from
Adrian's toss.

Adrian, groaning in pain, breaks down his bed spread and
gets under the blankets, which quickly absorb the blood
escaping through his slashed arms.  They are black and conceal
the thick red liquid as Adrian stares at the ceiling.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

Gillian slices the lemon into wedges.  Placing the knife
down, she grabs a lemon wedge and squeezes the juice into
her glass, mixing the contents with her finger.

She takes a sip and stares out the window at the moon. 
Prepared, she turns and walks out of the kitchen.  She makes
her way to the stairs.

INT. LOWELL HOUSE, ADRIAN'S BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Adrian is shaking as he lay under the covers.  He is crying. 
He turns to his side and faces the door.

ADRIAN
(whispered)

Gillian.

Adrian watches the door knob slowly turn.

FLASHBACK - GILLIAN CONFRONTS ADRIAN ABOUT HER AND ALEX

Gillian, wearing a letterman jacket, walks in.

Adrian is reading The Scarlet Letter while he lay upright on
his bed.  Gillian tip-toes to the bed.

GILLIAN
I like the book, kind of appropriate.

Adrian places the book on his chest.

ADRIAN
For a minx like you.

Gillian smiles abashedly.  She walks up to the bed and sits
on the edge, leaning over to Adrian.

GILLIAN
I'm sorry I didn't tell you about
Alex.  I thought you'd freak out,
like you just did.
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Adrian looks away for a moment and folds his arm.  Gillian
turns away and puts her hands in her jacket pockets.

ADRIAN
Look, I just wish you would have
told me.  That's all.  I would have
liked to know that my best friend
and my brother were getting it on
like music nerds at band camp.

Gillian giggles.  She jabs Adrian in the arm.

GILLIAN
Jerk.  So you're okay with it?

ADRIAN
Of course I am.  I guess I have to
be now, with a little niece or nephew
on the way.

Gillian rubs her hand on the side of Adrian's face.

GILLIAN
You're so grown up.

BACK TO SCENE

Adrian's eyes get wide as he sees that Gillian has walked
into the room.

His lips quiver with fear as he hides even further under the
blanket, keeping just his head revealed.

Gillian steps forward.  She looks around the room, which is
lit only by the bathroom light.  She walks over to the desk
to turn on the lamp, which does little to increase the
illumination.

Gillian doesn't suspect anything is wrong as she walks across
the room to Adrian's bed.

ADRIAN
Gillian.

GILLIAN
Hey, how are you feeling?

She stands with an elbow propped up on the dresser and the
glass of iced lemon water in the other hand.

Adrian says nothing.

GILLIAN
Hrm, I guess the last time I came in
here post confrontation, you were
reading an appropriately-themed book.

Adrian forces a chuckle.
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ADRIAN
Couldn't exactly figure out what
book would fit the situation.

GILLIAN
I'm sure there's a Jackie Collins
novel out there that covers this.

Adrian painfully chortles as he forces a smile. 

GILLIAN
Julian was worried about you.  We
all are.  Some really shitty news
for people to dump on you today.

Adrian forces himself to swallow.  He attempts to conceal
his trembling.

ADRIAN
Gillian.

(crack voiced)
I'm scared.

Gillian sits on the bed.  She sips her water and turns to
Alex.

GILLIAN
What do you have to be scared about? 
So things are different about your
biology.  It doesn't change who you
are as a person.

ADRIAN
(softly, stuttered)

No.  No.  I'm really scared.

Gillian turns to Adrian and leans over.  She sees him shaking.

GILLIAN
Adrian, babe.  What's wrong?

She rubs his forehead to feel his temperature.  In the trace
of her hand, blood is left behind.  Gillian is frozen.  She
looks at her wildly trembling hand as her lips quiver.

The glass slowly falls to the floor.  Water and ice splashes
everywhere, but the glass does not break as it bounces and
flips against the carpeted floor. 

Gillian gets up and pulls the blankets from Adrian.  His
clothes are drenched in blood.  Gillian frightfully gasps.

GILLIAN
Oh god.

(higher pitched)
What the hell did you do?!
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ADRIAN
I'm sorry, Gilly.  But it's time.

Gillian runs to the door and opens it.

GILLIAN
ALEX!  AARON!  GET UP HERE!

Gillian runs back to Adrian.  She grabs Adrian and holds his
upper body in her lap.  She shakes and slaps him.

GILLIAN
WHY!?  WHY!?  You stupid little
asshole, WHY!?

Adrian is fading.  His eyes glossfully roll around.  He
struggles to find words through Gillian's physical exertions.

Aaron and Alex run into the room.

ALEX
Gillian, what is it?

Aaron and Alex freeze at the sight of Gillian cradling a
bloody Adrian.

GILLIAN
Call an ambulance!

Neither of them move.

GILLIAN
Don't just fucking stand there! 
Someone watch over Katlyn, I don't
want her to come in here.

Alex points to himself.

ALEX
I'll call an ambulance.  You and
Julian watch over Katlyn.

The two rush out of the room.  Gillian looks down at Adrian. 
His eyes gleam through the incessant opening and closing of
his eyelids.  Gillian shakes him again and yells through her
sobs.

GILLIAN
Stay awake you fucking jerk!  You're
going to live so I can kick your
fucking ass!

Adrian grabs Gillian's hand.  He is strangely calm, but still
shivering and struggling to speak.

ADRIAN
Gillian, I'm dying.
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Gillian looks at Adrian and squeezes him tighter.

GILLIAN
No shit, you stupid prick.  Look
what you did to yourself.

ADRIAN
No.  No.  No.

Adrian squeezes Gillian's hands.

ADRIAN
I'm dying.  I've been dying.  They
told me at the hospital in Austin.

GILLIAN
What?

ADRIAN
It's a brain tumor.  And it's been
growing worse day by day.  I didn't
say anything because I was afraid. 
I told mom, and she ended up in the
hospital.

Gillian is paralyzed.  She softly rubs Adrian's head and
starts to rock back and forth.  She sobs uncontrollably.

GILLIAN
Why didn't you tell me?!  I wouldn't
have let you go through this alone.

ADRIAN
This is my way to go.  My terms.  I
didn't want you all to see me sick
and broken.

GILLIAN
That's not for you to decide!  Adrian,
please don't go!

ADRIAN
(resolved)

I have to.  It's time.  Gillybean, I
love you.  And I love Katlyn.  She's
going to be a singer.  And Alex is a
good man.  I love him and Aaron.

Gillian momentarily stops sobbing to listen to Adrian's broken
final words.  She looks in his eyes and the two come to an
unspoken understanding.

GILLIAN
I love you Adrian.

ADRIAN
I love you too.  

(MORE)
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ADRIAN (CONT'D)
And tell my mother, I love her.  I
don't forgive her, but... 

(coughing)
...just tell her I did. 

Adrian lifts up his arm to give Gillian one last hug.  

ADRIAN
(whispers)

Take care of this family, Wonder
Woman.  You've always been good at
that.

GILLIAN
I will...Spiderman.

Gillian pulls Adrian away to kiss him on the forehead. 
Everything is quiet.  Adrian's eyes are closed.  He is still.

Gillian places him back in her lap.  She examines the contours
of his face.  Her face and clothes are now soaked in Adrian's
blood.  She breaks down and sobs while rocking Adrian back
and forth.

MONTAGE - POST ADRIAN'S SUICIDE

--The paramedics make their way into the room, taking Adrian
from Gillian and placing him on the floor.

--Alex walks over to Gillian to hold her as she watches.

--Aaron and Julian are in the room with Katlyn.  Aaron pushes
hair off her face as she sleeps.  He breaks down and quietly
sobs in Julian's chest.  Julian kisses Aaron's head.

--In the ambulance, Gillian sits stoically watching over
Adrian.  Alex is holding her hand.

--At Alex's house, Aaron kisses Julian goodbye.  Julian holds
a sleeping Katlyn over his shoulders.  Aaron walks out the
door.

--Reese sweeps broken glass into a dustpan.  She stands and
looks at her husband's portrait before walking off. 

--Dr. Carey tells everyone about Adrian's passing.  Gillian
breaks down as Alex holds to keep her from falling.  Aaron
walks away from the group running his hands through the sides
of his head.

--In the operating room, Gillian holds Adrian's hands and
stares at his lifeless face.

--Gillian kisses Adrian's forehead. 

--Aaron, Gillian, And Alex stand in the operating room looking
over Adrian's sheet-covered body.  
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Gillian leans her head on Alex's shoulder.

--The three walk into Maria's recovery room and stand over
her.  Maria has just woken up and was staring peacefully out
the window.  Her peaceful expression drops upon seeing Gillian
covered in blood.

INT. PROVIDENCE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL - EARLY MORNING

Maria is confused and sits up in her bed.  Alex and Gillian
stand on one side, while Aaron grips tightly against the
railing of the other side.

MARIA
What's happened?

AARON
Adrian is dead.

Maria looks at everyone yearning for a visual confirmation.

MARIA
(whispered)

It can't be.  
(crescendo)

No no no no no.  He still had a few
months.

ALEX
What?

Aaron squints at his mother before looking shrugging at Alex. 

GILLIAN
No he didn't.  Maria you should have
said something.

Maria drops her head sobs inter her hands.

AARON
What are you guys talking about?

MARIA
I didn't want to believe it.  A mother
never wants to hear that her child
is to die before her.

Gillian snickers.  She steps aside from Alex's embrace.

GILLIAN
"Mother"?  Yeah, it's so convenient
to use that word now.

MARIA
What are you talking about?

Alex turns Gillian around.  Not knowing what she's talking
about, he still looks her in the eye.
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ALEX
Gillian, whatever it is, this isn't
the place.

Gillian pushes Alex's arms away.  She turns and faces the
room, and then Maria.

GILLIAN
Then where?  In the morgue downstairs? 
Or how about Adrian's bedroom where
he slashed his arms and died in mine? 
Maria, you should have told him about
his father!

Maria grips her night gown.  Her look is shaken, but stern.

MARIA
That is none of your business.

Gillian walks up to Maria and SLAPS her hard across the face. 
Maria holds her cheek, surprised.  She says nothing.

GILLIAN
My best friend since I was 4 is dead
because you kept things from him,
nevermind the fucking tumor.  So,
yes, it is my business.

Alex and Aaron look each other over, confused.

ALEX
Adrian had a tumor?

Gillian turns to Alex. 

GILLIAN
Yes.  Diagnosed awhile ago, I would
imagine.

AARON
Mom, you knew?

MARIA
I told you he was fragile.

She cracks through her words and lays down.

Gillian breathes hard in her frustration.  She gets an idea
and turns to Alex and grabs his hand.

GILLIAN
Alex could I have a moment alone
with Maria?

Alex looks at Aaron, who approvingly nods.
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ALEX
Okay, babe.  Just don't smother her
with a pillow.

Gillian smiles and kisses him on the cheek.

GILLIAN
No.  I just need to have a talk with
her.  Mother to mother. 

Alex smiles at Gillian and joins Aaron as they both slowly
exit.  Gillian faces Maria, taking a deep breath.  Maria
watches Gillian approach with fearful repose.  She becomes
affixed on the dried blood on Gillian's hands.

MARIA
Your hands...

Maria grabs Gillian's hands and presses it against her cheek,
sobbing.

MARIA
My baby. 

Gillian pulls her hand back.  She analyzes Maria's motherly
desperation.  Gillian's angry look drops, failing once again
to be the vindictive bitch she threatens to be.  Instead,
she seats herself on the bed next to Maria.

She pulls Maria to her lap and rocks her back and forth,
much as she did for Adrian.  Maria stares out to the window
and this time, cries out incredibly loud.

Gillian looks down at the mother who has lost her child, and
her eyes brim.  She rubs her hands through Maria's hair.

GILLIAN
Shhh.  It'll be okay. 

She looks to the window.  The morning light touches her
hopeful face.  She stares off in the distance to the clear
skyline.

FADE TO WHITE:

FADE IN:

INT. LOWELL HOUSE - A MONTH LATER - MORNING

Lupé rinses a cup under the faucet in the kitchen.  Laughter
fills the kitchen as a WHISTLE from the teapot sounds off. 
Lupé places the wet cup down and grabs the tea pot.  She
turns to the breakfast table.

LUPÉ
What are you guys laughing at?
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Alex, Gillian, Maria, Katlyn, Aaron and Julian all surround
the table.  Their spirits are up.

Julian whispers to the group.

JULIAN
I'm going to do it.

AARON
She's going to slap you upside the
head.

MARIA
No, Aaron.  Let him.  If he's going
to be a member of this family he has
to learn.

Aaron looks at Julian.

LUPÉ
What are you guys whispering about?

Julian gets up smiling to everyone at the table.

JULIAN
Lupé?

Julian walks away from the table and around the counter to
face Lupé.

LUPÉ
Que paso, mijo?

JULIAN
I feel very welcomed in this house
and this family.

Lupé looks as she pours hot water into her cup.  The family
watches eagerly from the table.

LUPÉ
Bueno...pero?

JULIAN
Well, I feel welcomed enough to say
proudly to you, that we...

(points to the table)
Don't want your nasty tea.  Yeah, in
fact, we think tea is stupid.

LUPÉ
Is that so? 

Lupé sets down the teapot on an unlit burner.  Julian talks
slowly, almost talking down to her.
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JULIAN
Oh yeah.  We are coffee people.  We
want to drink it, and marry it, and
give birth to little baby cups of
coffee.  Hot, iced, or hell, just
pop a few beans in our mouths!  Point
is, I brought some, and I'm going to
get it, brew it, and serve it.  You
have your tea, and we'll have lethal
doses of Sumatra, okay?

Lupé sneers at Julian.  The devil be damned. 

At the table, everyone flinches with the sound of a hard
SMACK that echoes throughout the kitchen.

LUPÉ
Sit down cabron!

Everyone looks up as Julian returns to the table rubbing the
side of his face.

ALEX
We told you.

Julian plops down in his seat, defeated.

JULIAN
Well, at least the searing pain will
momentarily distract from the caffeine
withdrawls.  Maria, can't you say
anything?  You are paying her.

Maria sarcastically chuckles.

MARIA
Please, I'm just as scared of her as
everyone else.  Besides this anti-
caffeine campaign has been going on
for more than a decade.

GILLIAN
I never really understood why.

MARIA
The doctors told her she had to stop
to save her heart.

AARON
So now it makes sense.  I knew there
was a former addict's jealousy in
her tone. 

The door bell RINGS.  Everyone looks around wondering who it
could be.  Aaron gets up, suspiciously looking at his watch.

AARON
I'll get it.
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He walks out of the kitchen.  Lupé has busied herself with
preparing everyone else's tea at the stove.

KATLYN
Mommy, I'm hungry.

GILLIAN
You want some cereal, sweety?

KATLYN
No.  I want what everyone else is
having.

ALEX
We're not eating just yet, Katy.  

KATLYN
Ok, I'll have some cereal.

MARIA
Lupé, could you please fix Katy a
bowl of cereal.

LUPÉ
Si, Maria.

Lupé reaches into the cupboard for a bowl.  She turns around
and sees Aaron with the mysterious caller.  In shock, she
drops the bowl on the floor, SHATTERING it.

Alex turns around in his chair to face Lupé.

ALEX
What is it Lup...é.

Alex cuts off when he spots Aaron escorting Reese Hoffman
into the kitchen.

Reese's attire is again coordinated.  A large brown bag hangs
by the handles on her arm next to her matching purse.

Maria turns around.  Her eyes widen as Medusa turns her to
stone.

Gillian leans over to Alex and asks in his ear...

GILLIAN
Who is that?

ALEX
Reese Hoffman.

Gillian raises her eyebrows.

GILLIAN
Oh...shit.
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Maria slowly rises from the chair.  She takes heavy, dragged
steps as she angrily looks at Aaron.  Aaron smugly smiles.

AARON
(mock-enthusiastic)

Mom, you have a visitor.

MARIA
(not amused)

You are a shit, you know that?

AARON
On my better days I suppose.

Aaron eyeballs Maria as he walks back to his chair.  As he
sits, he indulges in a self-congratulatory smirk.

Maria's stern eyes move from Aaron to Reese.  They stare
each other down.  Reese walks up to Maria never faltering in
her stare.  Both Reese's hands remain clenched to the purse
strap that adorns her shoulder.

MARIA
Reese...

Upon hearing the sound of Maria's voice directed towards
her, Reese reacts with a stern SLAP across the face.  She is
breathing hard, still not moving.

Julian rubs the red side of his slapped face.

Maria's slightly turned head looks down for a moment.  She
doesn't even feel the side of her face.  Instead, she slowly
regains her upright stature.  Resolved, she looks at Reese.

MARIA
Would you like some coffee?

Reese calms her heavy breathing.  She smiles.

REESE
Yes, thank you.

Maria slightly turns her head to the table.

MARIA
Julian, go get your coffee.

Lupé snaps out of her frozen gaze upon the two women, but
before she can interject...

MARIA
Don't start, Lupé!  We're going to
have some damn coffee.

Julian walks past Maria and Reese.  He victoriously smirks
at Lupé as he walks into the dining room.  Lupé sneers.
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MARIA
Please, Reese, have a seat.  

(re: brown bag)
What's in that?

Reese moves to the chair pulled out for her.  She places the
brown bag on the table.

REESE
A gift for you.  I know now why you
gave it to me, so I thought he could
keep you company.

Reese pulls down the bag to reveal a garden gnome.  His shiny
glee sparkles in the morning and kitchen light.  His hand is
raised to wave at everyone at the table.  Everyone groans.

Maria looks at it and smiles, forcing a delayed chuckle. 
Reese sits down as Maria walks over and sits next to her.

KATLYN
(whispers to Gillian)

Mommy, what is that?  It's scary.

GILLIAN
It's going in your room if I find
out you've been watching Sex & the
City reruns with Amanda and her mom.

Katlyn nods frightfully at Gillian, acknowledging her threat.  

MARIA
Aaron, since you were kind enough to
invite our guest here, why don't do
something with this hideous thing.

She hands the gnome to Adrian.  He sits with it in his lap,
but does not get up. 

REESE
Why do most people have such disregard
for these beautiful creations?  I
mean, look at that craftsmanship.

Aaron sets the statue back on the table.

AARON
Mrs. Hoffman, look at his face.

KATLYN
He looks like he has to go poopy,
but can't.

Aaron waves his hand, impressed.

AARON
Thank you, Katlyn. 
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Aaron returns the gnome to his lap, but doesn't get up. 
Floating around the room, the conversations continue.

GILLIAN (V.O.)
The doctors attributed Adrian's
irrationality and suicide to the
tumors pressing on his brain.  I'm
not sure if I believe that.

Aaron leans over to whisper in Julian's ear, as Julian returns
from fetching the coffee.

Lupé's sour face puckers as she pours the grinds into the
filter.

Alex wraps his arms around Gillian as he sits outstretched
in his own chair.  

GILLIAN (V.O.)
But it was through his falling apart
that this family once parted, came
together.  Somehow I think Adrian
knew what he was teaching us when he
closed his eyes in my arms...

IN THE LIVING ROOM

Five family pictures hang above the mantle.  Adrian's ROTC
portrait lay in the center.  In a special frame, one of the
photos is slightly aged and hangs off to the left.

INSERT - JOHN'S PHOTO OF HIS SUPERHERO KIDS

At Porfirio Diaz Park, Alex, Adrian and Gillian pose around
some monkey bars in superhero fashion as Aaron stands snoutly
off to the side, leaning against the base of the structure.

GILLIAN (V.O.)
Foolish is the life of a person who
has everything in the way of family,
but fails to see beyond his own
problems.  If you're a family, it's
likely that you're ALL in misery. 
Why not share it?

FADE TO BLACK:

                         THE END
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